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Administrator User Guide
Version 4.2

No part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic
or mechanical, for any purpose, without the prior permission of LT Online Corporation. The
information in this document and the product it describes are subject to change without notice.
Companies, names, and data used in examples herein are fictitious unless otherwise noted. The
software program described in this document is provided to its users pursuant to a license or
nondisclosure agreement. The software program and any associated documentation represent
confidential information and may only be used, copied, or reproduced pursuant to the terms of such
agreement. This manual does not contain or represent any commitment of any kind on the part of LT
Online Corporation.

©2016 Mitratech

Printed and bound in the United States of America.

Microsoft, MS, and MS-DOS are registered trademarks and Windows is a trademark of Microsoft
Corporation.

1.1 Introduction

One of the strongest advantages Lawtrac brings to your organization is the ability to configure the
software to your company’s particular needs. Much of that configuration occurs through Application
Administration, found in the top navigation bar under the My Lawtrac tab. Only personnel at your
company with site administrator and/or super user access levels have access to this section from
their log-in.

Lawtrac strongly stresses the importance of limiting access to this section. Application
Administration contains settings for every other category in the application, including program set-
up settings which control the server settings Lawtrac uses to run properly. The changes made
through this section affect all users and thus should be carefully considered and controlled according
to your organization’s internal needs and policies.

The Lawtrac Administrator User Guide is intended for two types of users:

Super Users

Super users can access all aspects of the Lawtrac application regardless of permission settings or
security settings. Your company’s super user should be one who is fully aware of the application’s
functionality and how the application is delivered to the users from the server to their web browsers.

Site Administrators

Site administrators are the personnel assigned to perform administrative functions in Lawtrac.
Sometimes this can include database management, but most often those functions will be performed
by the super users.
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Note: As a site administrator or super user it is essential that you do not share your log-in
credentials with other users for any reason.

1.1.1 Site Administrator/Super User Access

Typically, a large company will have multiple site administrators but only one or two super users. We
recommend that two individuals be designated as super users, just as a precaution.

Both site administrator and super user rights allow that individual to see and access Application
Administration in the Top Navigation Bar. However, only those with super user rights may see the
link entitled Program Set-Ups once inside Application Administration.

Most of this documentation refers to the site administrator position, but anything that a site
administrator can do, a super user can do. The specific functions that can only be accessed by the
super user are indicated as such within this guide.

1.1.2 Site Administrator's Guide Summary

This guide examines the different groups of application settings and how to use them to maximize
your company’s use of Lawtrac. Each chapter covers related functions and controls. We recommend
reading the whole user guide in the order presented. However, it is also designed to be read one
chapter at a time for quick reference.

It will guide you through the steps for each set of controls one at a time so you can configure your
site as needed. It is always advisable to read this Administrator User Guide first before using
Application Administration.

Note: Please carefully consider the potential effects on your database and user base before making
any changes—some of the changes are reversible, but not all, and some cannot be reversed
completely.

Captions used in this document are based on the default captions of our Test Site. The captions on
your site may differ.
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1.2 Administration Module Overview

Access Application Administration by clicking the link under the My Lawtrac tab drop-down
menu.

Application Administration

Application Administration opens to display category tabs that contain all of the settings for that
category in the application.

Application Administration Tabs

If you are viewing this guide electronically, use the following links to quickly navigate to a specific
category:

· Legal Department

· Finance Options

· Key Personnel

· Firms & Vendors

· Parties & Entities

· Matter Maintenance

· Document Bank

· File Room

· Reports

· Misc. Settings

· Application & Database

Note: Use the Main Site link from any page in Application Administration to return to the Lawtrac
homepage. The Main Site link is the Lawtrac logo and is found in the upper-left corner of your
screen.
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1.3 Chapter 1: Legal Department

The Legal Department tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks on the right
side of the screen that allow you to modify or configure settings pertaining to your corporate
information and internal staff.

Tip: While the links appear in one order, it is recommended to use the following order when first
entering the Legal Department Administration links. Before adding new department members (link
1):

1. View internal Position Titles (link 3) and Permission Profiles (link 5) to make sure the new
members’ titles and appropriate profiles are available in your database.

2. Check your Corporate Locations (link 14) to ensure the new members’ locations have been
uploaded to the application.

See the Position Titles section for how to add position titles, Permission Profile Templates
section for how to set up permission profiles, and the Corporate Locations section for how to add
addresses.

Once you navigate to any of the links, a back button icon  appears in the upper-left area of your
screen. Use this link to return to the main Application Administration screen at any time.

Page Function

Add New
Department Member

Add a new member to the in-house staff.

Reset Password Auto-generate or manually create a temporary password for a user.

Position Titles Add or modify position titles.

Matter Role Titles Change Standard Matter Role Titles, also known as Team Member
roles.

Permission Profiles Control what application permission values or matter permissions are
assigned to a role.

Approval Chain
Rights

Appoint users with permission to modify approval chains.

Invoice Approval
Amounts

Change a user's invoice approval amount.

Predefined Matter
Teams

Create a group of users who can be assigned to various matters as a
team.

Approver
Substitutions

Substitute, or replace, internal personnel on matters in the database.
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Page Function

Handler
Substitutions

Substitute, or replace, the responsibilities for invoice handlers in the
database.

Routing Slips Set up groups of individuals to be included on routing slips teams.

Department
Messaging

Send a message to all in-house personnel.

Message Clean-up Delete unread internal Lawtrac messages that are at least 90 days old.

Front Screen Text Modify or create basic text for the Lawtrac homepage.

Corporate Locations Add, edit, or delete your corporate locations' address information.

Released Staff List View a list of individuals who have been released, and reinstate them if
necessary.

Reply Email Address Set a reply address for messages sent out by Lawtrac. 

Personnel Scripts Access this page only at the request of Mitratech Support.

1.3.1 Add New Department Member

To add a new department member, click Add New Department Member from the Legal
Department sidebar.

Add New Department Member
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1. Enter the name information.

2. Select a title for the individual.

3. Enter the staff member’s email address. Note: It is important to have each user’s current e-mail
address. This allows Lawtrac users and Lawtrac support personnel to easily communicate with
this individual. 

Important Note: If the user's email has not been entered properly, you will not be able to
proceed to the next stage.

4. Select the appropriate location. The drop-down list for Location must be completed through the
Corporate Locations link (link #14).

5. Fill out any other contact information as needed.

6. Click Continue. 

A new screen appears with the generated user name and password, as well as Application
Administration, Permissions Profile, and Invoice Approval options.

Set Application Permissions

7. Make note of the new user's log-in information. The new staff member will need this information
to log into Lawtrac for the first time. You can click the Send Now button to have the log-in
information sent to the user. 

a. Click Refresh User Name & Password to generate a new user name and password for the
user. 

Note: Do not change these fields to the person’s desired password at this time. The first time
any department member logs in the system requires the user to change the password.

8. If the new user will have any administrative rights (administrator or hold administrator), make the
appropriate selection using the toggle buttons.

· —User does not have administrative rights

· —User has administrative rights

9. Choose the level of permissions for the staff member using the "Permissions Profile" drop-down.
If you do not see the profile you need, go to Permission Profiles and add a new category.

10. Next, input the new staff member’s invoice approval amount in the text box provided, if desired.
This is the highest amount the individual is authorized to approve. If you enter any amount over 0,
it automatically grants "Can Function as Lead" permission at the Site Access tab of the
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individual’s personnel record (this simply makes the user available as an option for selection as a
Matter Lead). An individual must have at least $1.00 in invoice approval for their name to appear
on the list of invoice approvers when entering a new invoice. 

Note: If the member’s name already exists in the database, you will be warned that there is a
duplication and you will have the opportunity to correct it. You will also see, on the staff list
below the Add New Staff Member form, a list of current staff with those released from
employment marked by a red asterisk '*'.

Name duplication: You will see
this warning notice if the name of
the new staff member you are
entering is the same of another
staff member currently in the
system. Once you have made sure
that you are not duplicating a
member, scroll down and click
"I’ve Checked, Create Staff
Member."

Email duplication: If the
username or email address
already exists in the database,
you will be warned that there is
duplication, and you will have the
opportunity to correct it. You
cannot use the same email
address more than once; however,
a surname can be used multiple
times. You will also see on the
staff list below the Add New Staff
Member form a list of current staff
with those released from
employment marked by a '*'.

1.3.2 Reset Password

For security reasons, neither regular users nor administrators may access passwords through the
database. When a user forgets his or her password, the Reset Password hyperlink is provided in
the Legal Department sidebar to allow administrators to auto-generate or manually create a
temporary password for that user.

To reset a password for key personnel, please refer to Chapter 3: Key Personnel. To reset a
password for an individual belonging to a firm or vendor, please refer to Chapter 4: Firms & Vendors. 
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Reset Password

1. Use the "Individual" drop-down list to select the user whose password you wish to reset. 

2. Enter a new password in the text field.

3. If desired, select the  checkbox to send the user their password via the email address stored
in their Lawtrac personnel profile. 

Warning: Email is not considered a secure source. If you decide not to send the password via
email, ensure that you get the new password to the user using some other form of
communication.

4. When you are finished, click Continue. After obtaining the new password, the user may then log
in with the new temporary password. Upon log-in, the user is prompted to reset the password.

If the user has not changed their password prior to close of the business day, the administrator will
need to reset the password again.

1.3.3 Position Titles

During your site’s implementation, Position Titles—as determined by the administrator—is loaded
into Lawtrac.

To modify existing or add new position titles, click the Position Titles hyperlink in the Application
Administration | Legal Department sidebar.
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Position Titles

Add/Edit Position Titles

1. Either enter the new position in the "Add New Title" text box, or modify any of the titles already
in the system by typing directly into the text boxes on the left. 

2. When you are finished click Save or Add, then click Yes to update current matter records.

Remove/Re-activate a Position Title

To remove a title already on the list, click the Retire link next to that title. Retiring unused position
titles diminishes clutter and expedites identification processes.

You can re-activate retired position titles by selecting them from the Retired List drop-down menu,
then clicking the Activate button. 

Position Titles List

1.3.4 Matter Role Titles

Standard Matter Role Titles, also known as Team Member roles, are included in your database
during implementation. Site administrators and super users can change these role titles. 

1. Click the Matter Role Titles hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar. 
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Matter Role Titles Link

2. Modify the roles if necessary by typing in the appropriate text box. 

The role title is automatically saved once you press Tab or Enter on your keyboard; a successful
save is indicated by the  icon. 

Note: Fields marked in gray cannot be modified.

Matter Role Titles

1.3.5 Permission Profiles

Permission profiles are profiles that contain pre-configured permissions. A permission profile can be
assigned to users instead of configuring the user's permissions individually. Administrators can
create several permission profiles that can be applied to numerous team roles, such as an
Administrator permission profile, a read-only user permission profile, an Approver permission profile,
etc.

To add, edit, or delete an existing permission profile, click the Permission Profiles hyperlink in the
Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar. 
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Permission Profiles Link

Edit a Permission Profile

1. Select an existing profile from the available drop-down menu; information automatically
populates the lower half of the screen

Permission profiles provide "templates" that are applied to personnel records that allow site
administrators to quickly and efficiently control what application permission values or matter
permissions are assigned to a role.

2. Click the toggle button next to each permission you wish to grant  or not grant  to users
with that permission profile.

Each tab displayed along the top houses its own permissions.

Note: Selecting the All Matter Records option allows users to see all matter records in the
application when they navigate to My Lawtrac >  All Matter Records. This permission is
available to any user in the system, not just super users.

Permission Profiles Options

Delete a Permission Profile
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1. Select an existing profile from the available drop-down menu; information automatically
populates the lower half of the screen

2. Click the Delete Profile tab in the top right corner.

3. Click Delete Profile.

Note: Deleting Permission Profiles cannot be undone.

Add a New Permission Profile

1. Click the Add New button to the far right of the profile drop-down list.

2. Enter a name for the profile in the "Add New Profile" text box and click Save.

You are now able to select that profile from the drop-down list in order to add new permissions.

Assign a Permission Template to an Individual

You can assign a profile template to an individual in the Legal department regardless of that
individual's role. 

1. From the Permission Profiles page, select Click Here at the bottom of the page. 

2. Select a profile template from the drop-down list to the right of the individual's name. 

The selection is saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

3. For staff that does not need adjusting, leave their adjacent profile drop-down at "No Change"
so no accidental changes are made to their permissions.

Assign a Permission Template

1.3.6 Approval Chain Rights

Site administrators and super users can designate Lawtrac users to be able to modify invoice
approval chains. Having appointed users with permission to modify approval chains ensures that a
department's processes are being  followed properly, and necessary corrective action can be taken if
variances occur.

Click the Legal Department tab in Application Administration, then select Approval Chain
Rights. 
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Modifying Approval Chain Link

Use the toggle switches under the Toggle column to change an individual's permission. 

· —User may modify approval chains

· —User may not modify approval chains

· —All users may modify approval chains

Users Allowed to Adjust Approval Chain

If all users need to have permission to modify approval chains, select the radio button for ON under
"All Users May Modify Approval Chains". Individual permissions cannot be modified until the radio
button for OFF is selected.

Select the radio button for OFF under "All Users May Modify Approval Chains" to adjust modifiers
individually. If the toggle switches were previously adjusted, they revert to the same value they had
before the ON radio button was selected. 

Note: This setting globally applies to all invoices in the Lawtrac system. Permissions only affect
active regular users; site administrators and super users already have all modify and approval
permissions.
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1.3.7 Invoice Approval Amounts

The Invoice Approval Amounts link takes you to a list of individuals with assigned invoice
authorization amounts. An invoice approval amount is the total sum of an invoice that an approver
can be assigned before the invoice is passed on to somebody else. For example, if Sherri Bullard
has an invoice approval amount of $1 (one USD), and has an unapproved invoice assigned to her that
is for the amount of $350.00 (users are notified by messages in the Message column), the invoice is
automatically passed over to Marisa Montefusco (see screenshot: "Invoice Approval Amounts",
below).

If Marisa Montefusco's approval allowance is only $300, then the invoice is passed along, again, to
whomever is assigned to Marisa's Hands To column. 

The approval chain on the invoice's detail page still displays the original approver's name.

Invoice Approval Amounts Link

Note: A name appears in orange text if the person has been released, and the date of release
appears under the Message column. If there is a released individual in the Hands To column, it is
recommended to edit the person's invoice approval to be handed to somebody else.
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Invoice Approval Amounts

Change an Invoice Approval Amount

1. Click the  next to the name of an individual. 

2. Change the invoice approval amount by entering a new amount in the data field. 

3. Change the recipient of the invoice approval from the drop-down list under Hands To. 

4. Click Save when done. 

An individual can only hand invoices over to another if the latter has a higher maximum
allowance.

Edit Invoice Approval

1.3.8 Predefined Matter Teams

The Predefined Matter Teams hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar takes you to a list of any predefined Legal teams set up in your database, and allows
administrators to create a group of users who can be assigned to various matters as a team.
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Predefined Matter Team Link

The Predefined Matter Teams page is intended to provide a means by which you can assign a
large number of individuals to a matter record without having to add them one at a time. Once this is
done, the "team" on the record becomes independent of this function so the assignments can be
further refined.

Under the Active list, click the  icon to the right of the team name to open up team details.

Predefined Matter Team Detail

In team detail mode, members of the predefined matter team appear at the top right of the page. Use
the toggle switch to enable or disable contract reminder emails.

· —Contract reminder emails are disabled

· —Contract reminder emails are enabled

· —Delete the individual from the team

If there is key personnel on the team, a second toggle switch appears next to that team member's
name. Hold your mouse over the toggle switch to see a description of the button. Click the alternate

switch to turn key personnel access on  or off .
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Select  Delete Team at the top of the detail page to remove the entire team from the active list,
then click OK. 

Add New Members to the Predefined Matter Team

1. From the opened detail page under Add New Member, select an individual from the "In-House"
or "Key Personnel" drop-down lists. 

2. From the "Position" drop-down, choose they role they are to hold.

3. Click Save. 

In-house members are those individuals that belong to the Legal department, whereas key personnel
are employees not associated with the Legal department.

1.3.8.1 Add New Predefined Team

1. Under the Predefined Legal Teams list on the left side of the screen, enter the name of a new
team in the Add New Team text box. 

2. Click Create. 

The new team name is automatically populated into the list in alphabetical order. You can then add
members to the team.
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Add New Predefined Matter Team

1.3.8.2 Alignment Tool

You can align individual members on a predefined matter team to open and closed records with the
options in the Alignment Tool. 

1. In the Predefined Matter Teams page, click the name of a team or the  icon, and then

select the  button at the bottom.

2. Use the radio buttons  to select to which records all team members are to be aligned. You can
align the group to all open records, all closed records, or both, but cannot align a team to a
specific, individual matter.

3. Click Run Alignment. You are given confirmation that the alignment is completed, and for which
matter number it is aligned.
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Run Alignment

1.3.9 Approver Substitutions

The Approver Substitutions hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar takes administrators to a
screen where they can substitute, or replace, internal personnel on matters in the database.

Substitutions Link

1. Use the "Individual" drop-down list to select the name of the person you wish to replace. 

2. Use the "Role Of" drop-down list to select their team role. 

3. Use the "Filter" drop-down list to dictate the criteria of matters for which the substitutions will be
made. You can replace all matters or matters only in certain categories. 

To replace all Matters, select "Any/All" in the "Role Of" drop-down and "None" in the "Filter"
drop-down. 

Note: For persons holding multiple roles in matters within the database, you must perform this
substitution function one time for each of their roles.

4. When you have made your selections, click Continue.
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Make a Substitution

If you chose to replace a person on all their matters, you are next asked to choose the person who
will substitute in their place. Make your selection in the "Replace With" drop-down list and click

Execute. Click the checkbox  to include outstanding invoice approvals.

If you chose to replace a person on matters containing a certain matter number prefix, matter type
category, or business unit category, you are next asked to choose the person who will substitute in
their place and the prefix, matter type, or business unit for the matters on which the substitute is to
be replaced using drop-down menus titled "Filter". 

1.3.10 Handler Substitutions

The Handler Substitutions hyperlink in the Legal Department sidebar takes you to a screen
where you can substitute, or replace, the responsibilities for invoice handlers in the database.

Handler Substitutions Link

Invoice handler substitution is particularly helpful if a user who is assigned as invoice handler to an
invoice's approval chain is unexpectedly absent for an undetermined period. Using the Handler
Substitution tool does not revoke the individual's invoice handler permission—the user can still be
assigned to future invoice approval chains—but all currently existing invoices are rerouted to another
user.

1. From the first drop-down list, select the invoice handler who's responsibility is to be change. 

2. In the second drop-down list, select the individual who is to take over the responsibility.

3. Click Save. 
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Substitute Invoice Handler

All invoices currently assigned to the first invoice handler are transferred to the substitute invoice
handler, and a notice is displayed on the refreshed page indicating a successful change.

1.3.11 Routing Slips

Routing slips are a way of bringing either matters or documents to the attention of an individual from
whom an action or response is needed. At this time, routing slips are for the use of Legal staff only;
however, key personnel can see the routing slips on those matters to which they are assigned and
have been given access.

Routing slips can be viewed and created from within a matter.

The Routing Slips hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows administrators and super users to set up groups of individuals to be included on routing slips
teams. 

Routing Slips Link

To view and/or adjust a routing slip group, select a predefined group from the list by clicking the

group name or the  icon. The page refreshes with the definitions page for that group to the right. 

· Change the sequence order for slips to be routed by clicking Adjust Sequence, and type a new
number into the text boxes. Sequence numbers can be especially helpful if you have a chain of
command in your approval team. Click Set Sequence to confirm changes or Close/Cancel to
go back to group detail.
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· Remove a single member of the group by clicking the  to the right of the individual's name, or
click Delete Team and then OK at the top to delete the entire team.

· Add a member to the group by selecting an individual from the "In House" drop-down list, adjust
the sequence number in the text box if necessary, and click Add. 

Routing Slip Team

1.3.11.1 Add Predefined Routing Slip Group

Adding predefined routing slip groups is only necessary if your company decides to create these
groups. Discuss with your project manager for more details.

1. Go to Administration.

2. Click the Legal Department tab.

3. Select Routing Slips from the sidebar.

4. Under the routing slips group list, type your new group name into the "Add New Group" text box.

5. Click Set.

Add individuals to the group by selecting from either of the drop-down lists, then click Add.
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Add New Routing Slip Group

1.3.12 Department Messaging

Send a message to all in-house personnel using the Department Messaging hyperlink in the
Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar. 

Department Messaging Link

Type the subject and the message into the corresponding text boxes and click Send Message. The
internal message appears in the staff members' Lawtrac inbox (Messages on the Top Navigation
Bar).

After sending your message you can see confirmation that your message was sent, and to how
many users.
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Department-Wide Message

1.3.13 Message Clean-Up

The Message Clean-Up hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows administrators to delete unread internal Lawtrac messages that are at least 90 days old.
Deleting unnecessary email will clear space on the database and keep the application running at
optimal speed.

Message Clean-Up Link

Click the Delete Messages button in the section that corresponds to the age of messages you want
to delete. This function applies to unread incoming messages only. 

Important Note: This function should be used with caution, as deleted messages cannot be
recovered.

Delete Messages
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1.3.14 Front Screen Text

Lawtrac comes installed with basic text on the Lawtrac homepage, but site administrators and super
users can modify this text using the Front Screen Text hyperlink in the Application
Administration | Legal Department sidebar. Use this area for company announcements, updates,
or general information that is important to your company.

Front Screen Text Link

Because this text is formatted in HTML language, standard HTML commands including colors, text
formatting, and hyperlinks are functional. You can set links to email, other internal sites, and even
include pictures or calendars to be displayed on the Lawtrac homepage. However, please exercise
caution when using this feature as large pictures or other files may slow down the loading of the
homepage for all users.

Note: This function can be used without HTML language by simply entering text and clicking Create
Entry. If you wish to use HTML coding for a more designed home page, Lawtrac is not responsible
for providing training in HTML language.

Click on the following sections to learn more about front screen text:

· Entries

· Categories

· Add New Text

1.3.14.1 Categories

Click Categories to add new categories or retire categories that are no longer needed. Categories
help recipients quickly determine the subject type or importance of a text.

Categories Link

· Enter the new category name in the Add New Category text box and click Save to add a new
category. 
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· Click RET to retire a category. 

Important Note: Once a category is retired it is no longer available for use on any matter
records.

1.3.14.2 Add New Text

To add new front screen text, select Front Screen Text from the Application Administration |
Legal Department sidebar and click Add New Text.

Add New Text

1. In the "Audience" drop-down list, decide who the audience is to be for the new front screen text:
Legal Department, Firms & Vendors, Key Personnel, Corporate Intranet, or Sign-In Screen. 

2. Select the appropriate Category from the drop-down list. If there is no category that fits the topic
of your message, you can create a new category in the Categories section.

3.  Enter the text title.

4. Type the message in the text field. 

5. Once you have concluded your message, click Create Entry.
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1.3.14.3 List/Delete Entries

Click Entries to view a listing of recent blog entries. Click the trash can icon to delete an entry.

Entries

1.3.15 Corporate Locations

The Corporate Locations hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to add, edit, or delete your corporate locations.
The Corporate Locations page is an ideal place to keep all contact information for your company. 

Corporate Locations Link

Edit Locations

Click the  icon to edit a location's name, address, and phone/fax number. Click Save to
confirm changes.

Add a Location

1. Click Add New Location located under the Location's list. 

2. Enter all available information into the appropriate text boxes.

3. Click Save Location.
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Add or Edit Corporate Location

1.3.16 Released Staff List

The Released Staff List hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department sidebar
allows you to view a list of individuals who have been released, and reinstate them if necessary.

Released Staff List Link

1. Click the  icon to update the release date or reinstate the staff member. Click on the
individual's name to navigate to their contact page.

a. To update a user's release date, click the  icon to select a new date, then click Update. 

Note: Updating a release date for a future date does not reinstate the individual.

b. Reinstate an individual to the matter record from which he or she was released by clicking 
Reinstate Now. The page automatically refreshes with the updated released staff list.

Staff members can also be released from within the matter to which they are assigned.
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Update or Reinstate Released Staff 

1.3.17 Reply Email Address

The Reply Email Address hyperlink in the Application Administration | Legal Department
sidebar allows administrators to set a reply address for messages sent out by Lawtrac. 

Update the Reply Email Address text field by typing directly into the box, then click Save.

Reply Email Address

1.3.18 Personnel Scripts

The Personnel Scripts hyperlink should only be run at the request of Mitratech Support. Running
the script checks Support accounts to make sure all accounts are set up with the appropriate
support user password credentials, and resets them if necessary.

Personnel Scripts Link
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1.4 Chapter 2: Finance Options

The Application Administration | Finance Options tab allows you to set up your site’s Financial
modules, including Invoices, Budgets, Reserves, Insurance and International.

Finance Options Sidebar Finance Options Sidebar

Use the following links for more details about each section:

· Financing
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· Invoicing

· Budgeting

· Reserves

· Insurance

· International

1.4.1 Financing

To access Lawtrac Financing from Application Administration:

1. From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration.

2. Click the Finance Options tab. 

The following pane is located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Financing Options: 

Page Function

Finance Switches Manage access to data and the process of approval.

Fiscal Year Add or delete fiscal years that are used for invoices.

Finance Summary Labels Manage finance information that appears in matter screens.

1.4.1.1 Finance Switches

The Finance Switches page within Application Administration | Finance Options allows site
administrators and super users to set up rules for use of the Invoice Management in the
application as well as caption and control some optional fields. 
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Finance Switches Link

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

Use the toggle switches to turn a feature "on" or "off."

Edit the amount of days an invoice may be submitted by entering any number in the text box. Click 

 to save any changes made. 

Users can submit invoices on closed matters as well as submit expense line items that do not have
a timekeeper associated with that line item.

Any admin user can navigate to My Lawtrac > Finance Options tab > Finance Switches and
manually set a number of days ranging from 0-366 (0=off). This setting allows user to define the
number of days that an invoice can be submitted to Lawtrac on a closed matter. 

Finance Switches Options

Switch Purpose

Access To Invoice Data From
Matter Records

Turn on or off user access to invoice data from matter
records. Invoices are still available in the Finance
menu.

Mass Approval of Pending
Invoices

Turn this function on ( ) to be able to approve all
pending invoices simultaneously.

Augment Invoice Updates
Original Amounts by Default

Augmented invoices occur when a user's session is
interrupted during input, or when a user needs to
continue adding line items to matters rather than
simply editing errors. If a user's session is interrupted
for any reason, the invoice is reset to its original
amount if this function is turned on.
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Switch Purpose

Lock Approval and Reject Dates
of Invoices

Turn this function off ( ) to allow users to manually
change approval and rejection dates on invoices.
Rejection dates can be added to approved invoices,
but do not affect approval outcome if the invoice has
already been approved. Changing the rejection or
approval date for a pending invoice will label that
invoice as rejected or approved. Approval date
overrides rejection date.

Detailed Invoices Must Match
Control Amount

Turn this control on to ensure that all detailed invoices
match those control amounts before being submitted.
Use this feature if your site is using control amounts
for detailed invoices.

Flag Over-budget Detailed
Invoices

Turn this function on to prompt a warning when any
invoice exceeds the firm/vendor’s budget for that
matter.

Outside Counsel Can Submit
Summary Invoices

Turn this function on to give outside counsel the ability
to submit summary invoices.

Invoice Pending Approval
Amounts Reflected in Matter
Total Amounts

Turn this function on to show all invoice amounts
reflected in the sum of the matter record total, even if
the invoice is still pending approval. This function also
affects pending budgets. Rejected amounts are
excluded from the total regardless, but are still
displayed in the invoice list with an indicator that
shows the invoice has been rejected in the Status
column under Invoice List.

Finance Switch Captions

There are 12 standard "Invoice Text Fields" and five optional "Invoice Status Markers" which can
be labeled here. The optional fields can be turned enabled and disabled using the radio On/Off

button ( / ). 

To modify the caption for any field, enter text in the text box for that field. Click 
to save any changes made.
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Finance Switches Text Fields

Modify a Finance Caption

1. Enter text in the text box for that field.

2. Click  to save any changes.

Daily Invoice Report

1. Set the criteria for which invoices are included in your Daily Invoice Report. The report is
sent to the user chosen from the drop-down list. 

2. Click  to save any changes made.
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Daily Invoice Report

1.4.1.2 Fiscal Year

The Fiscal Year hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to add or delete fiscal year information that is used within the application.

Fiscal Year Link

Fiscal Year settings in Lawtrac serve two primary purposes:

· Provide an accurate drop-down list for users from which to select. These lists are in
chronological order and default to "is now" (green icon).

· Determine to what fiscal year incoming electronic invoices are associated.

The current fiscal year is designated by the  icon.

Adjust Fiscal Year Settings

1. Select  and enter the year in the "Fiscal Year" text box. 

2. Enter the start and end dates in the appropriate text boxes, then click . 

Lawtrac automatically sets the quarter start and end dates based on the numbers you enter.

Click the  icon to delete a fiscal year from the Lawtrac application.
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Fiscal Years

1.4.1.3 Finance Summary Labels

Matter screen switches that are managed here are recorded on your matter’s main screens and
throughout the matter Finance modules.

Select Finance Summary Labels from the Application Administration | Finance Options
sidebar under Financing. The purpose of the finance summary labels is to allow companies to use
customized labels or descriptions. 

Finance Summary Labels Link

Enable the Finance Summary Label

Click the checkboxes  located to the right of a label to use the matter screen switch on
screen. 

Edit Finance Summary Labels

1. Type new text into the text boxes to change the title of the switches. These are the captions
for the fields users see on matter and finance screens.

2. Click the radio buttons  to turn a display on or off. 

3. Select Save Matter Screen Settings when finished.
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Finance Summary Labels

1.4.2 Invoicing

To access administrative invoicing options:

1. From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration. 

2. Click the Finance Options tab. 

The following pane is located on the right side of the screen:
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Finance Options Sidebar

Invoicing Options: 

Page Function

LEDES Codes Set usage rules for LEDES (Legal Electronic Data Exchange Standard)
codes.

Processing Rules Set LEDES processing and rate card rules, and create guidance for
submitting LEDES invoices.

Approval Chain Adjust approval chain flow, workflow, criteria, and set default invoice
approvers.
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Page Function

Approve All
Invoices

Approve all outstanding invoices between a specific period of time.

Approver Review View active invoices assigned to an individual, or change an invoice's
approver.

Invoice Handlers Adjust invoice handler workflow criteria, and set default invoice handlers.

Approval Reset Remove all skips, rejections, and approvals from an invoice.

Change Firm/
Vendor

Change the firm/vendor assigned to a specific invoice.

Delete Invoice Delete a specified invoice, all zero amount invoices, or all orphan invoice
information.

Print Options Choose what information is displayed when printing an invoice.

Rejected Invoices Purge rejected invoices from the Lawtrac system.

Change an Invoice
Number

Change the number of an invoice.

Change an Invoice
Matter

Move invoices from one matter to another.

Update Chargeback Update chargebacks for a specific invoice, fiscal year, or Matter number.

1.4.2.1 Disable Lawtrac Invoicing

Lawtrac system administrators and super users can disable the submission and creation of invoices
by law firms and vendors who use the built-in Lawtrac collaboration portal. 

Note: This setting only affects Lawtrac. Law firms and vendors who use Collaborati retain the ability
to create and submit invoices through the Collaborati application.

The setting to control this function exists in the LTO settings file, which is in the root folder where
your Lawtrac is installed.

To Disable Lawtrac Invoicing:

1. In your windows explorer, locate the root folder for Lawtrac and open the file LAWTRAC.LTO in

Notepad. 

2. Locate the string <CFSET disableOCInvoicing = false>.
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3. Set disableOCInvoicing to "true" to disable Lawtrac invoicing. To restore Lawtrac invoicing,

change the string value back to "false".

Disable Lawtrac Invoicing

1.4.2.2 LEDES Codes

LEDES Codes are industry standard accounting codes for corporate legal billing which allow various
accounting programs to interface with each other.

In Lawtrac, industry standard codes are listed first with their code number, description and type
(Activity, Disbursement, Fee, etc.). By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, site
administrators and super users can add a maximum amount of hours per invoice or fiscal year.
Additionally, codes can be hidden from drop-down lists, blocked from outside counsel use, or require
outside counsel use. 
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· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

LEDES Code Link

By adjusting LEDES codes and processing rules, you can add a maximum amount of hours per
invoice or fiscal year. Additionally, you can hide codes in drop-down lists, block them from outside
counsel use, or require outside counsel use. 

Individual LEDES codes may be restricted from use by select firms or vendors by clicking the 
Restrict use by vendor button. After clicking the button, select any number of law firms or vendors
by clicking the checkboxes in the left Vendor column, then click Block Code for Vendors. Code
restrictions are saved below the vendor selection table. Select the checkboxes and click Remove
Restriction to allow the vendor use of the LEDES code again. For more information, refer to Restrict
LEDES Code by Vendor. 

· Edit LEDES Codes

1. Click the code number.
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2. Turn permissions on  or off  by clicking the toggle buttons. 

3. Type comments or instructions in the text field at the bottom and click outside the text box
or press [Tab] on your keyboard (the  icon indicates a successful save, as shown below).

LEDES codes cannot be deleted. Instead, they can be removed from drop-down lists—click the

toggle switch to the right of "Hide (Retire) Code in Drop-down Lists" to turn it off .

Note: Deletions cannot be reversed. Standard Codes cannot be deleted and have no delete
icon.

Edit LEDES Code

Reporting Groups Options

You can use the Reporting Groups on the right side of the page to narrow your search for
LEDES codes. Clicking the top level button will take you to the groups' sub-levels, as listed
below.

Reporting Groups Options: 

Top Level Sub-Level

Litigation Assessment, Pre-trial, Discovery, Trial, Appeal

Bankruptcy Administration, Operations, Claims/Plans, Advice

Counseling No sub-levels

Patent Domestic, International
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Top Level Sub-Level

Trademark Domestic, International

Project No sub-levels

Expense No sub-levels

Activities No sub-levels

Other/Custom Lawtrac, Other, Create Custom Code

Workers Comp. Assessment, Proceedings, Discovery, Hearings, Appellate

eDiscovery Identification, Preservation, Collection, Processing, Review,
Analysis, Production, Presentation, Management

Retired Codes No sub-levels

Note: Standard codes cannot be deleted and have no delete icon. There is no undo delete.

Custom Codes

To create a LEDES Code: 

1. Select the top level reporting group Other/Custom. 

2. Enter the code number in the "Code" text box, then enter the description in the text box. 

3. Use the drop-down menu to select the type and click Add Code. 

Important Note: Due to rules processing, do not create custom codes using the "R" prefix.

Your code is added to the bottom of the codes list in numerical order by code number.

Note: If the code number you entered is already in use, you cannot finalize the process. A
notice appears at the bottom alerting you to the error.
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Create a Custom Code

1.4.2.2.1  Restrict LEDES Code by Vendor

Individual LEDES codes may be restricted from use by specific firms or vendors. A vendor is unable
to submit an invoice from Collaborati to Lawtrac using any of the LEDES codes that have been
disallowed by the Lawtrac administration.

To restrict a LEDES code: 

1. Select a LEDES code from the LEDES Codes page by clicking the hyperlink under the Code
column, then click the Restrict use by vendor button. 
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Restrict Use by Vendor

2. After clicking the button, select any number of law firms or vendors by clicking the checkboxes
in the left Vendor column, then click Block Code for Vendors. 

Code restrictions are saved below the vendor selection table. 

3. To remove the restriction and allow the vendor use of the LEDES code again, select the
checkbox(es) in the bottom table and click Remove Restriction.
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Code Restriction Page

To check restrictions for other LEDES codes, click the Restrict use by vendor button; any vendors
blocked from using the code appear below the Block Code for Vendors button.

There is no limit to the amount of LEDES code restrictions an administrator may set.
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1.4.2.3 Processing Rules

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration, click the Finance Options tab and
choose Processing Rules from the panel on the right. 

To set up your company’s rules for processing LEDES invoices and applying rate cards to them, use
the radio buttons, text boxes and drop-down menu to make your selections. You should also include
guidelines or designate workflow criteria for submitting and approving invoices in the large text box.
These guidelines appear on the outside counsel LEDES upload screen. When finished, click Save.

LEDES Processing Rules

Options:

Rule Purpose

LEDES Processing Rules

Outside Counsel Can
Transmit LEDES Invoices

Grant or deny access permission for outside counsel to your
database to submit LEDES invoices.

Block Final Submit If
Released On Matter

Allow outside counsel to submit invoices on matters from which they
have been released.

Invoice Fiscal Year/Quarter
Based On

Determine how the Fiscal Year/Quarter invoices are billed.

Check Individual
Assignments On Line

Determine whether your database compares line items on invoices to
the rate cards of the individual for whose work you are being billed.
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Rule Purpose

Items Each line of the invoice is examined to ensure the timekeeper billing
on a matter has been assigned to that matter.

Automatically Assign
Individual To Matter

Determine if individuals included on invoices billed against a matter
and are not already assigned to that matter in your database should
be added to the matters affected when invoices are put into the
system.

Rate Card Rules

Compare Transmitted
Invoices to Rate Cards

Compare the invoice that the firm/vendor added with the rate cards of
the staff, if applicable. An individual belonging to the staff of a firm or
vendor may have his or her own rate card. 

Use One Rate Card per
Company

Allow each firm/vendor to have only one rate card per assigned
matter record.

Check Fee Items Only
Against Rate Card/s

Compare the fee items that the firm/vendor added with the rate cards
of the staff, if applicable.

All Disbursement Items to
Company Rate Card

Check disbursement total amounts on a detailed invoice against staff
rate cards.

1.4.2.3.1  Processing and Auditing Rules

From the Processing Rules page within the Finance Options tab of Application Administration,
click on Advanced Processing & Audit Rules. See the Advanced Processing Rules page for a list
of defined rules and scenarios on when to turn the rules on/off.

Advanced Processing and Auditing Rules

Edit a Processing and Audit Rule
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1. Select a Rule Category from the right sidebar. 

2. Select as many checkboxes as necessary. Some processing rules cannot be coupled; there are
additional details for each rule within the selection page.

3. Click Save when finished. 

1.4.2.3.2  Advanced Processing Rules

Lawtrac administrator users manage the advanced processing rules for the Lawtrac application via
Application Administration | Finance Options | Processing Rules | Advanced Processing
Rules. These rules apply to LEDES invoices submitted through Lawtrac as well as all invoice types
received through Collaborati. For law firms and vendors who use Collaborati, the advanced processing
rules apply after the invoice has been received by Lawtrac at the time of synchronization.

Note: Current Lawtrac behavior also applies advanced processing rules to LEDES invoices
submitted manually in Lawtrac. Regular processing rules do not apply to invoices submitted to
Lawtrac through Collaborati. One exception is ALL DISBURSEMENT ITEMS TO COMPANY RATE
CARD setting in Lawtrac, which allows vendors to submit expense line items without timekeepers.

Advanced Processing Rules Defined

R100: Block If Released. 
           Note:  R100 (block invoices from released firms) is not applicable, because Collaborati
requires that the firm is assigned to a matter in order to submit an invoice. 
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R101: Check individual timekeeper assignments.
R102: Automatic timekeeper assignment.
R200: Validate timekeeper rate card.
           Note: See the R200 Matrix at the bottom of this page to view various scenarios in which this
rule would be applied if it is enabled/disabled. 
R201: Validate task code maximum amount per invoice.
R202: Hours or Count Threshold.
R203: Check maximums at the matter level check.
R204: Check restricted task codes.
R205: Check required codes.
R300: Check duplication of specific lines within an invoice.
R400: Measure Invoice-to-combined budget per matter - Not supported in Collaborati.
R401: Measure Invoice-to-firm's budget per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.
R402: Measure Invoice-to-fiscal reserves per matter – Not supported in Collaborati.
R500: Work within invoice's "From/Start" and "To/End" dates.
R501: Ensure invoices reflect fiscal year settings. This is a very important Rule as this defines the
Fiscal Year of the invoice being submitted.

(For example: Client 2018 FY is defined as 02/01/2017 to 01/31/2018)
If an invoice is submitted: Line Item 1: Period From Date: 12/01/2016; Period To Date:
01/31/2017; Invoice Date: 02/01/2017; Date Invoice Recorded (synced in Lawtrac): 02/02/2017.
If R501 is checked at the Period From Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the
invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2017, as Period From Date on the
invoice line item 
is set to 12/01/2016. 
However, if R501 is checked at the Invoice Date checkbox, at the time of synchronization, the
invoice will be compared to the timekeeper rate card for FY 2018, as the Invoice Date on the
invoice line 
item is set to 02/01/2017.

R502: Set penalties for late reporting.
R503: Account for inconsequential events.
R504: Flag line items billing 10+ hours per day/timekeeper/invoice/matter.
R600: Flag non-billable disbursements by word or phrase.
R601: Flag non-billable fees by word or phrase.
R602: Negate fees for non-billable disbursements.
R603: Negate fees for non-billable fees.

R200 Matrix

When enabled, the R200 Rule has several options for users to chose from: Reject, Adjust, Warn,
and Off.  Only one option can be selected at a time. The tables below detail various scenarios and
system behaviors for the various R200 options: 

If R200 Rule is Checked

Option
Selected

Scenario: Not
approved
Timekeeper rate in
Invoice

Scenario: Approved
Timekeeper rate (no
violations)

Scenario: Approved
Timekeeper rate, but
invoice line item
submitted above
approved rate

Scenario: Invoice
line item
submitted below
approved
Timekeeper rate
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If R200 Rule is Checked

Off

Invoice goes
through, no
warnings or
adjustments

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
always adjust offending
lines to approved rate

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Adjust

Invoice goes
through, lines with
no approved rates
are adjusted to 0

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
always adjust offending
lines to approved rate

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Warn

Invoice goes
through, lines with
no approved rates
are flagged

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
always adjust offending
lines to approved rate

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Reject

Invoice is auto-
rejected, Lawtrac
will not have record
of this invoice

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
always adjust offending
lines to approved rate

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

If R200 Rule is Unchecked

Option
Selected

Scenario: Not
approved
Timekeeper rate in
Invoice

Scenario: Approved
Timekeeper rate (no
violations)

Scenario: Approved
Timekeeper rate, but
invoice line item
submitted above
approved rate

Scenario: Invoice
line item
submitted below
approved
Timekeeper rate

Off N/A
Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Adjust N/A
Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Warn N/A
Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200

Reject N/A
Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes through,
no adjustments from 
R200

Invoice goes
through, no
adjustments from 
R200
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1.4.2.4 Approval Chain

The Approval Chain link in the Finance Options sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to control approval chains and whether the rejection of an invoice ends the chain of approval.

Note: This setting globally applies to all future invoices in the Lawtrac application.

Approval Chain Link

Approval Chain Flow

During the invoice approval process, up to five individuals can be assigned to the approval chain.
Enabling the Approval Chain Flow option (or turning the function "ON") enforces a "chain of
command" behavior for the approval process. 

Example: The individual in the first position needs to approve the invoice before the individual
assigned to the second position of the approval chain can approve the invoice, and the second
individual must approve the invoice before the third can approve it. Until the invoice has been
approved and passed on to him/her, the individual does not see the option to approve or reject
the invoice.
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Disable or turn the Approval Chain Flow "OFF" to allow any individual assigned to the approval
chain to approve the invoice regardless of the order. All users must still perform the task of
approving or rejecting the invoice (unless Workflow option 1, "Rejection of an invoice will end the
approval chain", is turned on, in which case a rejection ends the approval chain), but approvers
will not need to wait on others before taking action.

Workflow

· Rejection of an invoice ends the approval chain: When this option is switched to ON,
the approval chain process ends once any individual rejects the invoice. Rejection of the
invoice also ends the chain of approval.

Example: If the individual who was delegated as third approver rejects the invoice, the invoice
will be labeled as "rejected" and will not be sent to the fourth or fifth individual on the approval
chain, and no further approval or rejection actions can be taken on the invoice (unless approval
is reset by the system administrator).

Note: When enabled, the Workflow setting globally applies to all invoices whether the Approval
Chain Flow option is enabled or not. Administrative mass approval of invoices cannot override
rejected invoices.

· Invoice approval chains exclude users with excessive approval thresholds: When
this option is turned "ON", the approval chain stops at the first approver whose allowance
exceeds the total sum of the invoice.

Example: User A, B, C, and D are the default approvers and appear in that order on
approval chains. An invoice is submitted for an amount of $500. User A is allowed to approve
invoices up to a sum of $250, as set in Application Administration | Legal Department |
Invoice Approval Amounts. User B is allowed to approve invoices up to $300, User C is
allowed to approve invoices up to $600, and User D is allowed to approve invoices up to
$700. The invoice approval chain will show User A, B, and C. 

Since User A and B have a threshold lower than the invoice amount, their approval
obligations must be met by the users to whom they hand off. You can see who this user is
by checking the approver's profile under the Site Access page. To learn more about invoice
approval amount thresholds, refer to Invoice Approval Amounts. 

Note: This setting affects ALL future invoices unless the approval chain has been manually
changed. The setting affects approval chains, approval workflow criteria, predefined matter
teams, and attorneys. This setting does NOT affect invoice handlers or the default approvers
configured on this page.

Approval Chain Workflow
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Approval Workflow Criteria

Lawtrac 4.1 introduces new approval workflow criteria. 

Individuals selected as the Default Approvers are automatically assigned to all future invoices,
unless the invoice meets criteria set in Approval Workflow Criteria. You can still manually
change the approval chain for an individual invoice, but you need to do it from within that
particular invoice. It is best practice to check the user's approval amount threshold before
assigning them as a default approver. If the invoice amount exceeds the approval amount
threshold for the default approver, the default approver's "hand-off" approver displays on the
invoice approval chain along with the name of the default approver.

The default approver list allows up to five approvers, but as few as one can be assigned.

Default Approvers

Approval Workflow Criteria allows administrators and super users to designate different
approval chains depending on invoice qualifications. You can create an approval chain dedicated
to a specific type of matter (court costs, administration, litigation, etc.), create an individual
approval chain for each vendor, and/or create an individual approval chain for a specific matter
product, invoice amount, or business unit. 

Note: When creating an approval team for "Field: Invoice Amount", the "Value" field changes
from a drop-down to a text box. Enter numerical criteria into this field. All invoices that have a
sum up to this amount are assigned to the approvers selected for this criteria. If another
workflow criteria is created for the invoice amount field for a greater sum, it will apply to invoices
up to that amount while excluding the invoices that sum up to the previous invoice sum criteria.
For example, a criteria for $1,000 includes invoices up to $1,000, and a criteria for $5,000
includes invoices between $1,001-$5,000. 

The order of the Approval Workflow Criteria dictates the weight each criteria carries. For
instance, if you have a team of users dedicated to approving litigation invoices and a different
team of users dedicated to approving invoices submitted by Vendor A, and Vendor A submits a
litigation invoice, the team of users in the highest order role retains the responsibility of approving
the invoice (where order 1 is greater than order 5). If an invoice of this type is submitted, the
system automatically fills the approver roles with the names chosen for that type, vendor, or
product.

Approval Workflow Criteria Table

Set criteria by selecting options from the available drop-down lists. "Field" must be selected
before "Value", because the "Value" menu items are contingent on "Field" selection. 

Each approval chain must have a unique order position, and the criteria for Order, Field, and
Value cannot contain incomplete data.
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Important Note: Approval Workflow Criteria overrides the selection of default approvers for a
matter record. The Approval Workflow Criteria does not override the alternate approvers made at
the matter level.

Approval chain priority is as follows (in order from greatest to lowest priority):

1. Matter-level Alternate Approval Chain

2. Administrative Approval Workflow Criteria  (in order from least to greatest)

3. Administrative Default Approvers

4. Matter-level Default Approval Chain

Edit Existing Criteria

1. Click the edit  icon in the Action column. 

2. Change the drop-down options that appear in the pop-up window. 

3. Click Update to confirm changes.

a. Click Cancel to return without saving.

Click the trash can  icon to delete existing criteria.

1.4.2.5 Approve All Invoices

To approve all invoices submitted between a specific period of time, select Approve All Invoices
from the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing.

Note: This setting globally applies to all future invoices in the Lawtrac application.
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Approve All Invoices Link

Completing this process approves all outstanding invoices and deletes any messages sent to the
individuals in the approval chain. Division or department chargebacks are set to match their matter
assignment. All invoices marked paid using this method will not be a part of any external documents
produced for Accounts Payable departments; however, the data is retained for reporting. Date range
is based on invoice creation date. Invoice approval date is set to the current day's date.

1. Use the  icons to select the dates that the invoices were submitted between.

2. Click Approve Invoices. 

A green update notice appears at the top of the page if approval is successful, even if there were no
invoices existing during the selected time period.

Note: Administrative mass approval of invoices cannot override rejected invoices.
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Approve Invoices

1.4.2.6 Approver Review

The Approver Review hyperlink from the Finance Option sidebar under Invoicing allows site
administrators and super users to view the maximum sum of an invoice that an individual is allowed
to approve. Administrators may also transfer all pending invoices from one individual to another and
select substitute approvers.
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Approver Review Link

The Invoice Approver Review table lists each individual who has permissions as an invoice approver,
the maximum amount for which the individual is allowed to approve, the individual's status as an
active Lawtrac user or the termination date, and whether the individual is listed as a substitute

approver ( ) or has a substitute approver assigned to him/her ( ).

Transfer Invoice Approval Tasks

Transferring invoices permanently moves all current invoices to another in-house user for
approval/rejection. This is a one-time transfer; invoices created after this transfer stay with the
originally assigned approver. It is best practice that this be done for individuals who show up as
terminated under the Termination column (the release date appears in orange). Once a user is
terminated, the user can no longer be selected as an approver for an invoice.

1. Click the name of the individual from whom you'd like to transfer invoices. 

An action bar opens to the right.
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2. Change the invoice approval amount by typing into the text box, then click Update. 

The individual retains the same amount for currently pending invoices until those existing
invoices are approved; this way no invoices are unnecessarily deleted if the changed amount
is lower than the original amount.

3. From the "Transfer all Pending Invoices to" drop-down list select the individual who will
receive the transferred invoices, then click Change. 

Edit Approver Options

Assign a Substitute Approver

New to Lawtrac 4.1, temporary substitute invoice approvers can be assigned in the event that an
in-house user is, or will be, out of the office for any period of time. These settings only affect
invoices; to permanently assign a substitute to cover the user's entire role within assigned matter
records go to Application Administration | Legal Team | Approver Substitutions. 

Temporary substitute approvers are assigned to individual Lawtrac users, rather than to individual
invoices, so a substitute may have multiple invoices. An individual substitute cannot be assigned
to multiple users. 

The substitute approver gains all the permissions of the original approver at the time of effect,
regardless of the substitute's permissions. The substitute can edit and undo their own
adjustments to line items, but are not allowed to undo adjustments made by other users, even
the user for whom he or she is substituting. Once the substitution period is over, permissions are
reset. 

Because the original approver cannot take action on an assigned invoice while the substitute
approver is assigned, it is best practice to only assign the substitute while the original approver
is absent and immediately remove the substitute when the original approver returns. To avoid the
necessity of logging into the application to manually remove the substitute approver, start and
end dates accompany the substitution—but the substitute can still be removed manually at any
time. After the expiration date has passed, the substitution is removed automatically from the
system and the invoice approval reverts to the original user.

Approval chains on the invoice detail page will show the active substitute approver. The Invoice
Logs tab within the invoice shows both the name of the original and substitute approver, and who
made changes to the invoice. The Invoice Logs page in Application Administration records
the date the substitution was made, who made the change, and when the substitution expired or
is set to expire.

Note: If the original user is released (terminated) before the substitute's expiration date ends, the
substitute approver's role will still expire based on the commands set, but the approval action is
not assigned back to the original user. Instead, you must assign a new user to the approval
chain, or that role remains empty.
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To assign a substitute approver:

1. Click the original approver's name to open the action bar to the right. If the original approver
is a substitute for another user (identified by the  icon), a substitute cannot be selected for
this user (this prevents circular substitution).

2. From the drop-down menu titled "Select a Substitute Approver" choose the individual who
will be taking the original approver's place.

3. Use the  icons to select a start date and an end date. 

Note: Start and end dates cannot be past dates. 

4. Click Substitution On. To release the substitute at any time, return to the action bar for the
original approver and click Substitution Off. If a substitute is being replaced by another
substitute before the expiration date ends, you must first click Substitution Off for the
current substitute before you can select a new one.

Set a Substitute Approver

The bottom of the page contains the Substitute Approver Background Test. The application
checks for substitution activation and expiration at the determined hourly interval. Set the hourly
interval to run more often if there are substitutions that may be ending soon, or run the interval
less often if there are few to no substitutions ending. This reduces the amount of scripts running
in the background and keeps the application running at optimal speed.

Set the interval by selecting the number of hours from the Hourly Interval drop-down list and
click Start. Once the background test is running, click Stop at any time to cancel the job.

Set an Hourly Interval

1.4.2.7 Invoice Handlers

An invoice handler is a Lawtrac user who is not able to approve or reject an invoice, but can control
the order of approval and pass on the invoice as needed.
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Invoice handler workflow criteria can be set to configure which invoice handlers are designated to
which invoices. Creating a default invoice handler workflow eliminates the work of appointing invoice
handlers for each individual invoice.

The Invoice Handlers page allows users to designate different handlers for future invoices
depending on invoice qualifications. You can assign a handler dedicated to a specific type of invoice
(e.g. HR issues, contracts, public, etc.), assign a different handler for each vendor, and/or assign a
handler for a specific matter product, invoice amount, or division.

Application Administration | Finance Options | Invoicing: 

Invoice Handlers Link

Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria

Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria “Order” dictates the weight—or priority—each criteria
carries. For example, if you have a team of handlers dedicated to reviewing litigation invoices and
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a different team of handlers dedicated to reviewing invoices submitted by vendor “A”, and vendor
“A” submits a litigation invoice, the team of handlers in the highest order role will retain the
responsibility of reviewing the invoice (where order “1” is higher than order “5”). If an invoice of this
type is submitted, the system automatically fills the handler roles with the users chosen for that
type, vendor, or product.

Invoice Handler Criteria

Set criteria by selecting options from the available drop-down lists. "Field" must be selected
before "Value", as the drop-down menu is contingent on Field subject. 

Note: When assigning handlers for "Field: Invoice Amount", the "Value" field changes from a
drop-down to a text box. Enter numerical criteria into this field. All invoices that sum up to this
amount are assigned to the handlers selected for this criteria. If another workflow criteria is
created for the invoice amount field for a greater sum, it applies only to invoices up to that
amount while excluding the invoices that sum up to the previous invoice sum criteria. For
example, a criteria for $1000 includes invoices up to $1,000, and a criteria for $5000 includes
invoices between $1,001-$5,000. (Do not include the comma when entering a numerical value.)

Each handler chain must have a unique order position, and the criteria for "Order", "Field", and
"Value" cannot contain incomplete data. You do not have to select a handler for both positions,
and you can occupy both Handler fields with the same individual, if desired.

Default Invoice Handlers

Individuals selected for the Default Invoice Handlers are automatically assigned to all future
invoices, unless the invoice meets the criteria set in Invoice Handler Workflow Criteria.
Anyone with invoice approval rights can still change the approval chain for an individual invoice,
but must to do it from within that particular invoice.

The default handler list can contain up to two handlers, but can be saved with as few as one
assigned.

Default Invoice Handlers

Note: Setting new criteria affects future invoices only. If the user assigned as default handler is
deactivated, the role as default handler must be reassigned manually.

· —Edit an existing invoice handler configuration. A pop-up window appears where the
order, field, value, and first and last handler may be changed. Click Update to save and
confirm your changes, or Cancel to close the window without making changes.

·  —Delete handler criteria.
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1.4.2.8 Approval Reset

The Approval Reset hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar allows administrators and super
users to remove rejections and approvals as deemed necessary for a specific invoice.

Approval Reset Link

1. Enter the invoice number in the text box and click Go. 

Important Note: If more than one invoice with the same number is found you will be asked to
select the firm/vendor who submitted the invoice. 

The checkboxes identify the approver and their approval/rejection decision. 

2. Click Reset to the right of that individual's name to erase the outcome. 

If that individual is not the last approver on the chain, resetting his/her action also resets the
actions of the users on the chain following him/her. This enforces the "chain of command"
behavior for the approval chains.
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Reset Rejections, Skips, or Approvals

1.4.2.9 Change Firm/Vendor

The Change Firm/Vendor hyperlink in the Finance Options allows site administrators and super
users to change all summary invoice information under one firm or vendor and switch it with another
firm or vendor. 

Change Firm/Vendor Link

1. Enter the invoice number in the "Invoice No." text box and select the desired firm/vendor from the
drop-down lists.
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2. Click Make Change. 

If an invalid invoice number is entered, a notice pops up in a new window and no changes are made.

Make Change

1.4.2.10 Delete Invoice

The Delete Invoice hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing allows site
administrators and super users to look up an invoice by invoice number or firm name and mark it for
deletion. Additionally, administrators can delete all invoices without an amount, or delete orphan
invoice information. 

Additionally, administrators can delete all invoices without an amount, delete orphan invoice
information, but will be unable to delete invoices in Lawtrac that were submitted from Collaborati.
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Delete Invoice Link

1. Enter the invoice number or the name of a firm/vendor into the text box and click Look-Up. 

2. Use the checkbox  to include approved invoices.

A list of invoices is generated. 

3. Select the radio button  of the invoice that needs to be deleted, and click Delete Selected
Invoice at the bottom of the page.

Important Note: Invoices must deleted one at a time. There is way to undo a deletion.
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Delete an Invoice

Other Delete Options

In the Delete Invoice page, you can also delete zero amount invoices or orphan invoice information.
An "orphan" invoice is one that is not attached to a parent budget or account.

Click the corresponding button to permanently delete all invoices in that category. 

Other Delete Options

1.4.2.11 Print Options

The Print Options hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoices allows site
administrators and super users to choose what data is included when printing an invoice. A Detail
Line Items option is required.
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Print Options Link

1. Select a single or multiple checkboxes  under the General Information column, and one
radio button  in the Detail Line Items column.

2. Click Update Print Options. 

Print Options
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1.4.2.12 Rejected Invoices

The Rejected Invoices page in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar under
Invoicing allows site administrators and super users to purge rejected invoices from the system.

Note: Any invoice submitted with taxes (via manual entry or LEDES file upload) will be automatically
rejected by Lawtrac. This behavior excludes invoices with a line item for taxes using a custom client
code.

Rejected Invoices Link

Rejected invoices are categorized by invoice name/number, submitting firm/vendor, invoice creation
date, invoice rejection date, associated matter name/number, and total invoice amount.

Purge Records

To delete rejected invoices:

1. Click the checkbox  next to any invoice(s) on the list.
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2. Scroll to the bottom of the page.

3. Click Purge Records. 

Important Note: There is no way to undo a purge.

Hover your mouse pointer over the firm/vendor name to see the contact information.

Firm/Vendor Contact

1.4.2.13 Change an Invoice Number

The Change An Invoice Number hyperlink in the Finance Options tab under Invoicing allows
site administrators and super users to change the number of an invoice. This function is useful for
updating a mistyped entry or for reorganization. 
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Change an Invoice Number Link

1. Type the old invoice number in the "Old Invoice Number" text box.

2. Enter the new number in the "New Invoice Number" text box.

3. Click Submit Change.

a. If there are multiple invoices with the number that was submitted for different vendors, a
confirmation box appears to the right (as shown below). Use the radio buttons  to select
the correct invoice's firm and click Confirm. 
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Submit Change and Confirm

1.4.2.14 Change Invoice Matter

Administrators or super users can change the matter(s) to which an invoice is associated by moving
all or a selection of invoices from one matter to another.

From the Finance Options tab, select Change Invoice Matter from the sidebar under Invoicing. 
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Change Invoice Matter Link

1. Locate the invoice you wish to move by selecting the firm/vendor to which the invoice belongs
from the drop-down list, then click Next.

2. Select the matter to which the invoice is posted against from the newly generated "From Matter"
drop-down list, then click Next. 

Note: Invoices sent to Accounting/Accounts Payable are not listed.

3. Select the matter to which you would like to move the invoice(s) from the third generated "To
Matter" drop-down list, and click Next again. 

Note: Only matters related the selected firm/vendor are listed.
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Change Invoice Drop-Down Lists

4. After the final selection, all invoices relating to that firm and matter appear in a table below the
drop-down lists.

5. Select the invoices you wish to move by clicking the corresponding checkbox, then click Finish
to confirm.

If your completed selection is successful, a green confirmation notice appears at the top of the
refreshed page notifying you of the number of invoices moved.

Important Note: Once the invoice has been moved, the approval chain and invoice handlers
automatically reset and approval chain entries are deleted. If the matter was not set with a lead/
attorney, the invoice is reset with an empty approval chain. You must adjust the approval chain or
add a lead to the matter who can reset the approval chain.

Select Invoices to Move
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1.4.2.15 Update Chargeback

The Update Chargeback hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Invoicing is for use in
updating chargebacks on invoices. Chargebacks ensure invoices are charged against the appropriate
business unit. The appropriate business unit may change from time to time; this function allows you
to update the chargeback on more than one invoice at a time.

Update Chargeback Link

Use the  at the top to adjust the invoice approval dates that need updating and press Go. 
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Target Approval Dates

Once you have confirmed or adjusted the target approval dates at the top, there are three options
available:

· Process List

This option accepts the invoice list shown for the date range you selected and processes it
when you click Update Chargebacks.

· Specific Fiscal Year

To update chargebacks for a specific fiscal year only, use the drop-down menu to select that

year and click Update Chargebacks. Click the checkbox  to exclude invoices already
approved.

· Specific Matter

To update chargebacks for a specific matter only, enter the matter number in the text box and

click Update Chargebacks. Click the checkbox  to exclude invoices already approved.

Update Chargebacks Options

1.4.3 Budgeting

To manage the budgeting processes as an administrator, click the My Lawtrac tab, select
Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following pane is located on
the right side of the screen:
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Finance Options Sidebar

Budgeting Options:

Page Function

Switch & UDC Connectors Manage categories used in budget and invoice line items.

Delete Budget Delete a budget by budget number or firm.

1.4.3.1 Switch & UDC Connectors

The Switch & UDC Connectors hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Budgeting allows
administrators and super users to control what categories can be seen from invoices and budget line
options.

Switch & UDC Connectors Link

At the top of the page, click the switch to turn the Budgeting module "on" or "off" .

Under Invoice/Budget Line Connectors, use the toggle switches to turn a category "on" or "off"
within the Budgeting module. Categories are used on invoices at the matter level, so whatever is
changed on this screen affects both budgets and invoices.

You can also change the title of each item by directly typing into any text box under the Description
category.

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

· —Edit each category's line items
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Budget Switches

Add an Invoice/Budget Line Connector Category

1. Click the edit  icon.

2. Add a line by typing the name of a new line into the "Add" text box at the bottom.

3. Click Save. 

Edit Budget Line Items

1.4.3.2 Delete Budget

The Delete Budget hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Budgeting allows
administrators to locate a budget by number or firm name and delete it.

Delete Budget Link
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To delete a budget: 

1. Type the budget number or firm name into the text box.

2. Click Look-Up. Characters are not required to generate an outcome, but do narrow the amount
of search results.

3. Click the checkbox  to include approved budgets in the search.

4. Select a budget by clicking the radio button to the left of the budget number. 

Once a budget has been selected, a Delete Selected Budget button appears at the bottom of
the list. 

5. Click Delete Selected Budget to confirm. 

Note: Budgets must deleted one at a time. There is no way to undo a deletion.

Delete a Budget

1.4.4 Reserves

To manage the reserves processes as an administrator, click the My Lawtrac tab, select
Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following sidebar is located on
the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Reserves Options: 
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Page Function

Switches Turn a Reserve module on/off, or set reserves to be used at
the matter level.

Reserves by LEDES Set spending goals on reserves based on LEDES codes.

Reserves by Division/
Business Unit

Set spending goals on reserves based on divisions.

Nonessential Records View retired reserve categories and safely delete them.

1.4.4.1 Switches

The Switches hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows site administrators
and super users to control what categories can be seen from invoices and budget line options.

Switches Link

Reserves can be used:

· As a measurement tool to ensure users stay within an internal budget

· To send to Accounts Payable or a general ledger system to set funds aside

Reserve amounts are considered "extraneous" data—not pertinent, or irrelevant to the final outcome
or actual spending as it pertains to a specific matter record. Information recorded becomes
nonessential once the financial requirements (invoices and payments to parties) are exhausted.

Use the toggle switch to turn reserves or the Reserve module "on" or "off."

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled
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Reserves Switches

1.4.4.2 Reserves by LEDES

The Reserves by LEDES hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to set reserves or spending goals for a specific LEDES phase or
activity.

Reserves by LEDES Link

To set a spending goal: 

1. Click on a LEDES code under the Area column. 

New data appears on the right side of the page.

2. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list at the top right, and an amount below it using the
arrow buttons.

3. Click Set Spending Goal.

Set LEDES Reserve
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1.4.4.3 Reserves by Department

The Reserves by Department/s hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to control a fiscal year spending goal by division.

Reserves by Division Link

To set a spending goal: 

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list above the Department list.

2. Click the  to the right of division name under the Set column. 

New data appears on the right.

3. Type an amount into the text box and click Save to confirm the change, or Close to cancel
without saving.

Set Reserve or Spending Goal

1.4.4.4 Nonessential Records

The Nonessential Records hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Reserves allows
administrators and super users to review records for closed matters or retired reserve categories, and
delete them.
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Nonessential Records Link

Nonessential Reserve Records Are:

· Records in the database which are past their retention period.

· Records where the category has been retired from use and are no longer needed for reporting.

To view or delete a retired record for a closed matter:

1. Use the  icon in the Before Date section to choose a date and click Review. 

2. Use the function on the right to identify records which could be removed from your Lawtrac
database. Use with caution, there is no means of undoing a deletion.

3. Under Retired Reserve Categories, click the  icon to the right of the category to view all
retired records. 

4. To delete the entire category, click Safely Delete Category. 

View a Reserve Record
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1.4.5 Insurance

To manage the insurance processes as an administrator or super user, click the My Lawtrac tab,
select Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab. The following sidebar is
located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

Insurance Options:

Page Function

Switches Turn the Insurance module on or off and control notifications for insurance
activities.

Policy Types Add, edit, or retire insurance policy types.

1.4.5.1 Switches

The Switches hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance allows site administrators
and super users to turn the Insurance module on or off and control notifications for insurance
activities.

Switches Link

Use the toggle buttons to turn a switch "on" or "off."

· —Feature is enabled

· —Feature is disabled

To change the person who is to be notified about insurance activities, select an individual from the
drop-down list.
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Insurance Switches

1.4.5.2 Policy Types

The Policy Types hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance allows administrators
to add, edit or retire insurance policy types.

Policy Types Link

· Click the category name or the  icon to open the category name and export code on the right.

· Change a category name or export code by typing into the text box, then click Save Change.
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· Add a new policy type category by typing a category name and export code in the text boxes
under Add New Category. Click Add to confirm and refresh the page with the new category in
the active list.

Open Policy Type

1.4.5.2.1  Retire/Activate Policy Type

Administrators can retire an active policy type, or reactive a retired policy type.

Select the Policy Types hyperlink in the Finance Options sidebar under Insurance. Click View
Retired. 

Retire Policy Type

1. Click the category name or the  icon to open the category name and export code on the
right.

2. Change a category name or export code by typing into the text box, then click Save
Change.

3. Retire a category by clicking Retire Category. The category will no longer be available for
use on any new or updated matter records.

Retire Policy Type

Activate Policy Type

1. Click View Retired.

2. From the inactive categories list, click the name of the category or the  icon. 

3. Edit the category name and export code by typing into the text boxes, then click Save. 

4. Click Activate Category.
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View Retired Policy Types

1.4.6 International

Site administrators and super users can control various functions for foreign invoices in regards to
international exchange rates and value added tax (VAT).

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration and click the Finance Options tab.
The following sidebar is located on the right side of the screen:

Finance Options Sidebar

International Options:

Page Function

Exchange Rates Manage currency exchange rates for different countries.

VAT Amounts Adjust country taxation multipliers (Value Added Tax).
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Page Function

Foreign Invoices Received Review View all foreign invoices for a specific time period.

1.4.6.1 Exchange Rates

The Exchange Rates hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar
under International allows site administrators and super users to make adjustments to international
exchange rates used for matter financing. 

Exchange Rates Link

· Use the  icon to set a date for rates, then click Go. 

· Edit the exchange rates by typing directly into the text box, then click Save. 

Important Note: Use care when adjusting exchange rates. Changes could result in possible financial
discrepancies and reporting anomalies. 

International Exchange Rates

1.4.6.2 Country VAT (Taxation) Amounts

The Exchange Rates hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance Options sidebar
under International allows site administrators and super users to modify the value added taxation
rate for a particular country.
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VAT Amounts Link

To edit a country taxation multiplier:

1. Click the  icon.

2. Type a new rate into the available text box. 

3. Click Update. 

Note: Adjusting these rates does not affect previously entered invoices.

Country VAT Amounts

1.4.6.3 Foreign Invoices Received Review

The Foreign Invoices Received Review hyperlink in the Application Administration | Finance
Options sidebar under International allows site administrators and super users to see a list of
invoices involving foreign currencies currently in the database. Invoices are listed by invoice number
alongside the invoice's current and original amounts, country of origin, exchange rate and date. This
screen is provided for auditing purposes.
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Foreign Invoices Received Review Link

· Use the icon and click Go to view invoices for a specific date range.

· Sort the list by clicking Invoice, Country or Date column titles.

· Click the invoice number to view a listed invoice. 

Foreign Currency Invoices

1.5 Chapter 3: Key Personnel

Key personnel are employees of your company who are not in the Legal department but who may be
given direct access to the information in Lawtrac. They have special screens and can only access
matters to which they have been associated.

The Key Personnel tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users
to set up access to the Lawtrac database for key personnel at your company.
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Key Personnel Sidebar

Key Personnel Options: 

Page Function

Add Key Personnel Add an individual to your key personnel list.

Change Password Change a password for a member of key personnel.

Position Titles Add or retire position titles.

Substitutions Add a person to a record in place of another.

Front Page Text Use the front-screen text to make general announcements.

Reports Allow key personnel to access a limited number of reports.

Request Form Fields Curate the fields Key Personnel will see when they submit matter
requests.

Key Personnel Rejectsion Create pre-set templates to quickly reject Key Personnel
requests.
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1.5.1 Add Key Personnel

The Add Key Personnel hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to add company employees as key personnel to the Lawtrac database, giving them
limited access to the data. Key personnel are those individuals in (or directly associated to) your
corporation for whom the Legal department provides work-product.

Add Key Personnel Link

To add a new key personnel member:

1. Fill out the individual’s personal information (first name, last name, and email are required). 

2. Use the "Position Title" drop-down list to select their role. 
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Add New Key Personnel

3. When you are finished entering their information, click Add New Record to add them to your
database.

This button does not appear until all required information is entered correctly. Duplicate names
and email addresses are flagged.

4. Choose and click one of the buttons on the "Access to Lawtrac" screen: Yes–They Will Have
Access or No–They Will Not Have Access.

Access to Lawtrac

If you have granted the individual access to Lawtrac, you are then prompted to create a username
and password for your new key personnel member. You can edit and change these fields later if
necessary. Note, however, that once the new key personnel member logs in for the first time, the
individual is required to change their username and password. 
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5. Click Update Password to finalize the process and add your new member. You can select
Send Via Email to notify your member immediately.

Important Note: In order for your new key personnel to be able to log in, you must access their
profile under People | Key Personnel and turn on self-service permissions in the Edit Record &
Permissions section of their user profile. 

Update Password

1.5.2 Change Password

The Change Password hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to change the password for an individual listed as key
personnel.

Change Password Link

To change the password for a member of key personnel:

1. Select the key person from the drop-down list and click Change Password. 

2. Enter the new password and a new user name if desired.
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3. Press the [Tab] key on your keyboard or click anywhere outside the box. The page checks if
the entered password meets the defined password rules. 

4. If your password meets all the Password Rules, click the Update Password button to make the
change.

Change Password

If there is an email on file for the individual, you have the option to select the Send Via Email
checkbox to send the new password and user name to the key person via their email address.
Refine the drop-down list by typing a last name in the Last Name field, then clicking Refine List. To
reset the drop-down list, click Refine List with no text entered in the Last Name field.

The new password expires if it is not used before the end of the current business day. The individual
is prompted to change their password upon its first successful use.

1.5.3 Position Titles

The Position Titles hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators to set up
titles for key personnel who have access to the application. Position titles help key personnel
members identify their role within the company in relation to a matter record.

Position Titles Link
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· To edit an existing title, click the title, then change the text in the "Edit Title" text box and click
Save.

· To retire an existing title, click the title, then click Retire Title.

· To add a new title, enter text in the Add New text box on the right side of the page, then click
Save.

Position Title List

Activate a Retired Position Title

Position titles that have been retired can be reinstated. Click Show Retired at the bottom of the
Active Position Title list, then click on a position name. You can edit the title here, or click the 

 icon to reactivate the title. 

Click the Show Active button to return to the active list.

1.5.4 Substitutions

The Substitutions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to add an individual to records where another has an active
assignment. For example, a new manager who has just taken over and the old manager no longer
needs access to the information.

Note: This function only affects open matter records.
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Substitutions Link

1. Select the person to be substituted out from the "Person to Remove" drop-down list, then click
Select First. 

2. Select the person that is taking on the first person's responsibilities from the "Person to Add"
drop-down list, then click Select Second. 

The number of affected matter records are displayed. 

3. Click Yes – Make The Move to finalize the substitution. The person(s) affected are notified via
email, and all outstanding invoices are transferred so that the approval workflow route is
maintained.

Substitute a Key Personnel
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1.5.5 Front Page Text

The Front Page Text hyperlink in the Key Personnel sidebar allows site administrators to add text
that users see on the homepage after logging into Lawtrac.

Front Page Text

Add Front Page Text

1. Click the Add New button. 

Text boxes for title and content appear to the left. 

2. Select a category from the "Categorize As" drop-down list so you can easily identify to what
the message pertains.

3. Once a title and content are added, the Add New Text button appears. Click the button to
save the text and add it to the home screen.

Add New Text

Edit Front Page Text

1. Click the title name from the table on the left side. 

2. Change the category by making a new selection from the drop-down list, and change the
title and content by typing directly into the text boxes. 
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3. Click Save Changes to confirm and save.

Delete existing texts by clicking the  icon.

Edit Front Page Text

1.5.6 Reports

The Reports hyperlink in the Application Administration | Key Personnel sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to make up to five reports available for key personnel. Reports can be
custom or standard.

Reports Link

Reports which are accessible to users are listed at the top of the screen and numbered. There is a
maximum of five reports allowed. If five reports have been selected, the "Authorize Additional Report"
drop-down list at the bottom of the screen does not appear.
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Key Personnel Reports

· To remove access to one of these reports, click the  icon next to it on this list. Key personnel
are no longer allowed to access the report, but it remains in your database for regular users.

· To authorize an additional report, select an existing report using the drop-down menu at the
bottom of the page, then click Add Report. If you have already selected five reports for access,
this area is hidden until a report is removed from the list and a spot is available.

· Click the Individuals button to view a list of key personnel with access to these reports.
Remove a member from the Individuals list by clicking the  icon to the right of their name. 

· Click the Reports button to return to the list of reports.

1.5.7 Request Form Fields

Lawtrac Super Users and Key Personnel have the ability to add and control which fields appear on
the Self Service Portal submission form. This is managed through the My Lawtrac > Key
Personnel screen.

Manage Form Request Fields
1. Log in as an administrator or super user, navigate to My Lawtrac, and select Application

Administration. 
2. Click the Key Personnel tab, then select the Request Form Fields menu option (#7).
3. Check or un-check the respective field options. 

Note: The Request Name and Request Type fields are mandatory, thus they will not appear
on the Request Form Fields page. 
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4. Click Save and Update when finished. 

The fields checked on this screen will directly impact the fields a Key Personnel user sees when
they submit a new request.

1.5.8 Key Personnel Rejections

Lawtrac Super Users can define and select present templates when rejecting requests from Key
Personnel. This is done through the Application Administration > Key Personnel screen.

Add a new reason for rejection template: 
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1. Log in as a Super User, click My Lawtrac, then select Application Administration. 

2. Click the Key Personnel tab then select Key Personnel Rejections menu option (#8).

3. Enter a Title and a Rejection Description then click Save. 

The new rejection template will appear in the Rejections table at the bottom of the screen.

Edit an exiting rejection template: 

1. Log in as a Super User, click My Lawtrac, then select Application Administration. 

2. Click the Key Personnel tab then select Key Personnel Rejections menu option (#8).

3. In the Rejections table at the bottom of the screen, click the Edit icon next to the template you
want to edit. 
The Edit Rejection screen will appear.

4. Edit the Title or the Rejection Description text then click Save.
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Reject a KP Request using a preset template: 

1. Log in as a Super User, click on Matters, then select Requests. 

2. Click on the matter name, then scroll down to the bottom of the screen and click Reject. 

3. Use the Reason Rejection drop-down menu to select a rejection template.

4. Click Submit Rejection.

The rejection template will appear on the Key Personnel screen as seen below:

1.6 Chapter 4: Firms & Vendors

Click the Firms & Vendors tab in Application Administration to manage settings for your
associated law firms and vendors. Throughout this module, "L" within a data table signifies that a
company is a law firm and "V" signifies that a company is a vendor.

Definition of Vendor: For purposes of the Lawtrac application, the term "vendor" merely refers to
anyone other than a law firm who submits invoices for payment, and may be used interchangeably
with the term "law firm".
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Firms & Vendors Sidebar:

Administration

Firms & Vendors Sidebar:

Rate Cards

Firms & Vendors Options:

Page Function

Add New Firm/
Vendor

Add a company to your list of firms and vendors on the Lawtrac
database.

Change Credentials Change the password for a company.

Front Screen Text Make general announcements to firms and vendors.

Captions &
Switches

Manage captions and switches that are used within a matter for details
and guidance.

Classifications Manage types of counsel for data organization and reporting.
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Page Function

Assignment
Permissions

Change the permission outside counsel has within their open matter
assignments.

Reassign Matters Reassign an individual's matter assignments to another person within
that firm/vendor's company.

Transfer Employee Move a staff member from one firm/vendor to another.

Transfer Matters Move matters from one firm/vendor to another.

Checklists Manage checklists to establish workflow for Legal projects and matters.

eBillingHub
Accounts

Create an eBillingHub account for a firm/vendor.

Accounting Codes Create identification codes for firms/vendors to be used by the
accounting department.

Email Blast Send a targeted message to multiple individuals.

Delete Firm/Vendor Remove a firm/vendor from the Lawtrac database.

Rate Card Settings Enable matter-level rate cards and designate required fields for
timekeepers.

Set Rate Card
Approvers

Set up to two primary rate card approvers for a specific firm/vendor.

Outstanding
Approvals

View outstanding rate card approvals for a specific fiscal year.

Duplicate Rate
Cards

Duplicate a rate card for a specific firm and fiscal year.

Freeze Rate Card(s) Freeze a rate card to prevent rate increases during specified periods of
time.

Delete Rate Card(s) Delete a rate card for a specific firm, fiscal year, and individual.
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1.6.1 Add New Firm/Vendor

To add a new firm or vendor to the Lawtrac database, click Add New Firm/Vendor at the top of the
Firms & Vendors sidebar. The firms and vendors added here become available for selection when a
Lawtrac user needs to associate a firm/vendor to a matter.

Add New Firm/Vendor Link

1. Enter company name in the text box, then select a radio button to classify them as a law firm or
vendor.

Company Name

2. Enter all information that is available in the appropriate text boxes. 

3. Under Badges, click "No" to assign a badge to the company. 

The assigned badge icon appears, as shown below:
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Assign Badges

4. In the Classifications section, use the drop-down lists to define the type of company, their area
of expertise, and a reference title.

5. Toggle the  button to add an administrator or indicate that the company will be using
eBillingHub. 

Flipping the eBillingHub switch sends an email to Mitratech Support
(ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com), who then gives the firm/vendor's information to eBillingHub.
eBillingHub logs in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices, using information from the
firm/vendor.

The firm/vendor may also contact Mitratech Support directly to have an eBillingHub account set up.

Note: If the firm/vendor is to use Collaborati to submit invoices, do not select the eBillingHub option.

6. Once you add a vendor as an eBillingHub user, go to the eBillingHub Accounts page and follow
the instructions to add the firm/vendor's credentials. 

7. Click Save when finished.

mailto:ebillinghub.lawtrac@mitratech.com
http://ebillinghub.com/
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Firm/Vendor Classification

Add an Administrator

If you opted to add an administrator by clicking the  icon, a new page displays where you can
enter any information in the text box, or choose information from a drop-down list. 

Decide if the new administrator needs to have access to Lawtrac by clicking the appropriate radio
button . If the law firm or vendor does not have an eBillingHub account, they will need access to
Lawtrac in order to submit invoices. Select the checkbox to send the individual an email through
Lawtrac with their log-in credentials, or send them their displayed user name and password manually
with a trusted communication service.

If you select the checkbox to have the user's credentials sent via Lawtrac email, the law firm or
vendor administrator receives two emails. The first email contains the user name and a link to the
Lawtrac application, the second email contains the password. After initial log-in, the firm or vendor
administrator has the option to change their user name and password in My Lawtrac. 

Click Save New Administrator when finished. 

Note: First and last name are required. An email address must be provided if you are sending the
administrator their credentials through Lawtrac.
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Add New Administrator

1.6.2 Change Credentials

To change the password for a law firm or vendor’s administrator account, click the Change
Credentials hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar.

Change Credentials Link

1. Select the law firm or vendor from the drop-down menu and click Select.

A list of individuals, both active and inactive, associated with the law firm or vendor appears to
the right. 
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Select Firm/Company

2. Click the individual's name or the  icon to type a new password into the text boxes. 

A green icon  shows up under the entered information if the password was successfully updated. If
a password does not meet the security rules as listed, the password is not saved and you receive a
notification under the password text boxes indicating the cause of the error.

Note: This function only allows you to reset passwords for the designated administrator account of a
law firm or vendor. It is up to the administrators themselves to manage all employee passwords for
their own law firm or vendor account.

1.6.3 Front Screen Text

Just as in-house employees have a Lawtrac homepage, law firms and vendors will see their own
information upon log-in. The Front Screen Text page in the Firms & Vendors tab of Application
Administration allows you to configure the message for their text for your home page in the center
of the screen. 

As with the Lawtrac home page, you can use HTML coding to format your text or include pictures,
links, and other media. Please remember that modifying HTML code incorrectly can affect the way
the page displays. 

Front Screen Text Link

· Click on the title of an announcement to edit, and then click Save Changes when done.

· Click the  icon to delete a text entry.
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To add a new front page text record on the main screen: 

1. Click Add New.

2. Select a category for the record from the "Categorize As" drop-down list.

It is not required to designate a category for the text, but may help in prioritizing your notes or
announcements.

3. Enter a title into the "Title" text box. 

4. Input the message body into the "Content" text field. 

5. Click anywhere outside the "Content" text field and click Save when finished.

Note: If "Title" and "Content" have not been input correctly, the Add New Text button is not
displayed, and the text entry cannot be saved.

Front Screen Text List

1.6.4 Captions & Switches

With every firm/vendor record there are four "Yes"/"No" fields you can use for business guidance to
staff members, reporting, etc.

The Captions &Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to change the captions for these fields.

Captions and Switches Link

To modify a caption, simply change the text in the appropriate text box and then press [Tab] on your
keyboard or click anywhere outside the box. The  icon confirms that the change is saved.

Captions for Badges
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There are five badges for firms and vendors: Recommended ( ), Preferred ( ), Approved ( ),

Optional ( ), and e-Billing ( ). The Preferred, Approved, Optional, and e-Billing badges can be
renamed to reflect the icon titles you would prefer to use for your list of firms/vendors. For
example, here the "Optional" badge has been re-named to indicate that a firm/vendor has an
AFA on file.

Captions for Badges

Additional Text Boxes

The data entered for the Additional Text Boxes appears in the Settings tab of a firm's or
vendor's profile for additional data. You can rename any of the additional data fields to reflect
information you would like to include for the firms and vendors in your Lawtrac database.

Captions for Additional Text Boxes

Miscellaneous Switches

Using this setting, control whether a firm/vendor's access to matter documents always defaults
to on or off. 

· —Feature is enabled ("on")

· —Feature is disabled ("off")

Note: When this setting is set to "on", whenever one of the in-house users uploads a new
document to a matter you can see that activity in the document's information page (Document
Management in the matter), the Firm/Vendor Access switch has also been set to "on". If this
global setting is turned "off", then the Firm/Vendor Access switch for new documents is
defaulted to "off" as well.
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Miscellaneous Switches

1.6.5 Classifications

The Classifications hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to keep data for firms and vendors organized to aid with
reporting. 

Classifications Link

Edit a Classification

1. Click the  icon and use the available text box to enter a new name.

2. Click Save to confirm, or Retire Category to deactivate the classification.

Retired Categories

Retired categories show up with the  icon to the right of the name. These categories can still
be selected for editing. 

· Click on the category name and type your changes into the text box, then click Save. 

· Click  Activate Category to reactivate the classification. 
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Add a New Classification

Add a new classification category by typing a title into the Add New text box, then click Add
Category.

Classifications

Filter Options: 

Button Filter

Type Company Display classifications based on the company type.

Expertise Area (Company) Display classifications based on company's expertise area.

Reference Title Display classifications based on reference title.

Type Counsel Display classifications based on a type of counsel.

Expertise Area (Individual) Display classifications based on an individual's expertise area.

Job Title Display classifications based on job title.

Orphans Display classifications that are not being used.
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Classifications Filter

1.6.6 Assignment Permissions

To adjust a law firm or vendor’s permissions for their matter assignments, click the Assignment
Permissions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar.

Assignment Permissions Link

· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

1. Use the drop-down menu to select the law firm or vendor whose permissions you wish to adjust.

2. Select the toggle buttons to turn a permission on  or off .  

3. When you are finished, click Apply to all Matter Records.
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Assign Permissions to Firm/Vendor

1.6.7 Reassign Matters

The Reassign Matters hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to reassign an individual's matter assignments within a
law firm or vendor company to another person within that same company (applies to open matter
records only).

Reassign Matters Link

To reassign a matter: 

1. Select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Go. 

Select Firm/Vendor
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2. Choose the person who's matter assignments you are moving in the "From Person" drop-down
list.

3. Select the person to whom you are moving those matter assignments in the "To Person" drop-
down list.

4. Click Continue. 

If the reassignment is successful, a green notice displays at the top of the page.

To return to the vendor drop-down menu selection, click Reset. 

Select Person

1.6.8 Transfer Employee

The Transfer Employee hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to move an outside counsel employee from one firm/
vendor company to another. This tool is exceptionally handy if an individual has been added to the
Lawtrac system with association to the incorrect company.

Note: The Transfer Employee admin tool will not work  for firm or vendor staff records that have been
associated with a timekeeper record from Collaborati. These associated staff records will not appear
in the Transfer Employee tool.

Transfer Employee Link

1. Select a firm/vendor from the "Current Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select an employee from the "Employee" drop-down list. 

3. Click Select.
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Select Employee to Transfer

All matter assignments for the employee show up to the right. 

4. Select which matter assignments need to be moved with the employee by selecting the
corresponding checkbox, then click Continue. 

Transfer Records

5. Select a firm/vendor from the drop-down list to which the records and employee will be moved. 

Note: Matter records that are not moved with the employee remain associated to the original firm. If
the individual was set as a rate card approver, all rate cards that are to remain with the firm/vendor
default to the second-designated rate card approver.

6. Review the final details and click Confirm to continue.

1.6.9 Transfer Matters

The Transfer Matters hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to move specific matter records from one firm or vendor to
another.
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Transfer Matters Link

1. Select the firm or vendor to which the matters are currently associated from the drop-down list
and click Continue. 

Select Firm/Vendor

2. Click one or more checkboxes  to select a matter, then click Continue. 

3. Select a new firm from the "New Firm" drop-down list and click Continue. 

The selected matter(s) are transferred; select Transfer More Matters to be redirected to the main
Transfer Matters page.

1.6.10 Checklists

The Checklists hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to modify or establish checklist questions for various types of matter
records. These checklist questions are for in-house personnel, but separate checklists can be set 
for outside counsel in the Matter Maintenance Checklists section.
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Checklists Link

From the drop-down list, select the type of matter for which you wish to edit or create checklist
questions. A list of existing questions appears along with a blank text box for entering new
questions. 

Note: If no questions exist for that matter type, you only see the "Add New Question" text box.

· To modify an existing question, click the  icon and enter the new text or appearance order. 

· Change the order of appearance in the list by changing the number in the "Appear Order" text
box.

· To add a new question, enter the question in the "Add New" text box and click Save.

· Delete a question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. Confirm by clicking OK or click
Cancel if you don’t want to continue with the deletion. 

Note: Retired or deleted files cannot be restored. 

Add a New Question

1. Enter the question in the Add New text box and click Save.

2. Delete a question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. 

3. Confirm your decision before the question is deleted by clicking OK. You can click Cancel
if you don’t want to continue with the deletion. Note: Retired or deleted files cannot be
restored. 
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Open Checklist Item

1.6.11 eBillingHub Accounts

The eBillingHub Accounts hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to add an eBillingHub account for a firm or vendor.
eBillingHub is a Web-based billing application option for creating electronic invoices that works with
Lawtrac's legal matter management software.

eBillingHub Accounts Link

Add New Account

The eBillingHub Accounts page opens to display the option for adding a new account. To add a
new eBillingHub account, select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Continue. 

The firm/vendor is assigned an eBillingHub account immediately, and you are presented with a
green confirmation notice.
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Add New eBillingHub Account

Edit Existing Account

1. Click the Edit Existing Account button at the top of the page.

2. Select a firm or vendor from the drop-down list and click Continue. 

User name cannot be changed, but the firm/vendor can be assigned a new password, which
is randomly selected and pre-populates the "New Password" text box. These are the
credentials eBillingHub uses to log in on behalf of the firm/vendor to submit e-Billing invoices.
This information is forwarded to Mitratech Support, who then corresponds with eBillingHub.

3. Update the password by clicking Save.

Important Note: Passwords adhere to a specific format. Do not change the password that is
automatically generated.

You also have the option to remove the password. Delete the text in the "New Password" text
box, then click Save. This operation prevents use of this particular eBillingHub account.

Edit eBillingHub Account

1.6.12 Accounting Codes

The Accounting Codes hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to adjust codes for either law firms or vendors. Assigning
a Federal ID, Client ID, or G.L. Number assists with organization of invoices and matter, and helps
manage your company's relationship with outside counsel.
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Accounting Codes Link

Switch between Federal ID, Client ID, and G.L. Number codes by clicking the respective button
above the text entry fields. 

Use the text boxes next to the firm/vendor name to change or set up codes for each firm or vendor.
Click [Tab] or [ENTER] on your keyboard and a  icon will appear to confirm that the entry is saved. 

Note: Each accounting code must be unique.

Accounting Codes Review
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1.6.13 Email Blast

The Email Blast hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to send an email message to all firms, vendors, or both.

Email Blast Link

The "Subject" text box may be auto-populated with your name and a general Lawtrac message
subject. 

1. Change the subject by typing directly into the text box.

2. On the right side under Only Include, select the yellow toggle switches to include firms and
vendors based on their badges. 

Once a toggle switch has been clicked, a check mark appears. 

3. Below the "Message" text field, select either firms, vendors, or both for your audience. You can
also target just administrators or all firm/vendor employees listed in Lawtrac. 

4. When you have made your selections, click Send Message.
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Send Message

1.6.14 Delete Firm/Vendor

The Delete Firm/Vendor hyperlink in the Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to delete outside counsel and other vendor records from the Lawtrac database as long
as they have not uploaded an invoice against a matter.
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Delete Firm/Vendor Link

From the list of firms and vendors displayed on the page, select the  icon to permanently delete the
company. A confirmation window opens; click OK to continue or Cancel to return.

Caution: Please use this function with great care. This cannot be undone. Lawtrac recommends
that you only consider deleting a law firm or vendor that was entered due to human error. Only law
firms and vendors with no matter assignments and outstanding invoices can be deleted. Inactive
firms and vendors are better handled by being released rather than deleted.
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Delete a Firm or Vendor

1.6.15 Rate Card Settings

System administrators and super users can control which data fields are required for timekeeper
profiles.

From Application Administration, go to Firms & Vendors and select Rate Card Settings from
the side panel.
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Rate Card Settings Link

Rate Card Settings

· Enable Matter-Level Rate Card—Enabling matter-level rate cards allows in-house users to
set rate cards for individual matters, rather than one rate card for the timekeeper that
blankets all associated matters. Turning this option on keeps all other rate card options
active. 

Important Note: Settings for a rate card applied at the matter level take precedence over the
settings of an individual timekeeper's or firm's rate card. Matter-level rate cards inherit the
firm's currency of preference. Turning this setting off does not change the settings for rate
card approval.

· Matter-Level Rate Card Approval—

o Set approval for "Attorney Can Approve" to allow the primary team member of a matter 

and the default rate card approvers to approve the rate card

o Set approval for "Attorney Only Can Approve" to prevent anyone other than the primary

team member from approving matter-level rate cards

o Set approval for "No Attorney Approval" to retract the attorney's ability to approve the

rate card (approval responsibility will be that of the system administrator and two default
rate card approvers) 

Note: If there is no primary person assigned to the matter, the two default approvers approve
the rate cards regardless of the settings. Only one person may be assigned to the role of
attorney per matter. You can see who holds the "Attorney" position for a matter by clicking
the Legal Team tab within a matter record and checking the Role column. System
administrators always have the ability to approve rates, regardless of settings.
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Who Is in the Attorney Role

Required Timekeeper Fields

Turn required timekeeper fields on if you would like to make it mandatory for a timekeeper to
supply certain information. A timekeeper's profile cannot be created, and rate cards cannot be
saved, unless the information deemed "required" is filled in.

Click Save to confirm any changes made.

Rate Card Settings

· Timekeeper Missing Information—When the timekeeper fields are turned "on" to mark
the field as required, all current fields are affected as well, and you must enter the
information before you can create or edit rate cards for that timekeeper. When editing a
current timekeeper's rate card, a notice is displayed if there is missing information: 
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Missing Timekeeper Information

To add missing information, click the  icon next to Individual or Contact to add the
information marked by a red asterisk, then click Save. 
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Add Required Information

1.6.16 Set Rate Card Approvers

The Set Rate Card Approvers hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to assign up to two primary approvers for all rate
cards.
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Set Rate Card Approvers Link

Under Primary Approvers, select an individual from the "Primary Approver A" and/or "Primary
Approver B" drop-down lists. If there is no rate card approver identified for a specific firm/vendor, any
rate card needing approval will default to these primaries.

Saved changes are marked with the  icon.

Set Approvers

1.6.17 Outstanding Approvals

The Outstanding Approvals hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to view all unapproved rate cards for a firm/
vendor's timekeeper, and approve multiple rate cards at a time.
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Outstanding Approvals Link

1. Select a fiscal year from the drop-down list. 

If any rate card requests have been made for that year, a list of the firms/vendors that made the
request are displayed. 

2. Click the name of the firm/vendor to open a list of their timekeepers and amount of unapproved
rates at the bottom of the page. 

3. Click the name of the timekeeper to view a list of individual and matter-level rate cards. 

4. Use the checkboxes to the far right to approve a rate card, and click Approve Checked at the
bottom of the list. 

Rate cards can be created and deleted from within a Firms & Vendors page. You can also delete
rate cards from Application Administration using the Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink.

Rate Request Resubmission for Vendors

· It is possible for Collaborati vendor users to resubmit rate requests for a timekeeper/fiscal year
combination to Lawtrac, regardless of the rate card’s status in Lawtrac.

· The Collaborati vendor user will need to submit a new rate request for the desired timekeeper and
fiscal year via Collaborati, and the new rate request will need to be approved in Lawtrac. Once
it’s approved in Lawtrac, the rates from the new request will override the old rates.

o The fiscal year on the new rate request must match the fiscal year of the rate request being

replaced.

o If the new rate request is rejected in Lawtrac, the old rate request will stay as-is.

· In versions of Lawtrac prior to 4.2, the Collaborati vendor user may need to take the additional

step of first deleting the original rate request in Collaborati, before resubmitting the new rate

request from Collaborati to Lawtrac.
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Rate Request Requirements and Conditions

· Each Timekeeper can only submit one rate request per fiscal year.

· Rate requests cannot extend into two fiscal years. For example, a timekeeper cannot submit a
rate request from FY17 that extends into FY18.

· When submitting rate requests, the fiscal year submitted must match the fiscal year defined in
the Lawtrac application.

Outstanding Rate Cards

1.6.18 Duplicate Rate Cards

The Duplicate Rate Cards hyperlink in the Application Administration | Firms & Vendors
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to duplicate an approved rate card for a year
where no rate card currently exists. Duplicating a rate card is ideal when you need a rate card for a
particular fiscal year that has the same codes as a pre-existing rate card. This way, you can quickly
create rate cards without re-entering codes and firm information.
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Duplicate Rate Cards Link

To duplicate a rate card:

1. Select a firm or vendor from the "Select Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select a year from the "Select Year" drop-down list. 

Only fiscal years that contain approved rate cards appear.

3. Select either all employees and firm, firm only, or an administrator from the "Select a Company
or Individual" drop-down list.

4. If you are duplicating a matter-level rate card, select "All: Firm & Employees" in the "Select a
Company or Individual" drop-down list, then select a matter from the "Select Matter" drop-down
list. Otherwise, leave the selection at "---None---". 

5. At the top of the rate card list, select a year from the "Set For Fiscal Year" drop-down list and
click Duplicate. 

All rate cards for the selected employees, firm, or administrator are duplicated for the selected fiscal
year.
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Duplicate Rate Cards for Fiscal Year

1.6.19 Freeze Rate Card(s)

System administrators may freeze a rate card to prevent rate increases during specified periods of
time. If rate cards are submitted that fall into the rate card freeze criteria, those rate cards are
automatically rejected. This setting allows administrators and super users to stop rate cards from
being submitted so approvers do not need to spend time reviewing or approving/rejecting rate cards if
it is known that adjustments in rate increases are unnecessary or not allowed. Rates can still be
decreased, but if a rate is decreased it cannot be increased back to the original amount until after
the freeze expires or is manually terminated.

In addition to freezing an individual's rate cards, rate cards can be frozen at the matter level, so no
rate increases are allowed for any rate card for a particular matter; at the law firm level, so no rate
increases can be made for all rates from a particular law firm or vendor; and at the global level, so no
rate increases can be made in the entire system. 

These settings prevent administrators and super users from making increases, as well.

Freeze a Rate Card

1. Under the Firms & Vendors tab, click Freeze Rate Card(s). 
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Freeze Rate Card(s) Link

2. Set a start and end date for the rate freeze, but (these settings are not mandatory). 

If the End Date is not defined, rate cards are frozen until the freeze is manually removed
from the system. If an End Date is defined, the freeze ends the start of the day after the End
Date. 

Important Note: Rate card freezes only affect increases. A rate card amount may still be
decreased during the freeze period. Any attempt to increase a rate card that meets freeze
criteria results in the following message pop-up: 

Freeze Rate Card Error Message

3. Select a level at which the rate card is to be frozen by clicking one of the following radio
buttons:

Freeze Rate Card Level

· Global Level—Freeze all rate cards in the Lawtrac application

· Firm Level—Freeze all rate cards for a specific law firm or vendor

· Matter Level—Freeze a rate card created for a specific matter record

· Individual Level—Freeze a rate card created for a specific timekeeper
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Each level has its own set of options from which you may choose:

Rate Card
Level Freeze Options

Global All fields are optional. Freeze all rate cards based on fiscal year, select a
start and end date. Global freezes take precedence over all other freeze
criteria. If a fiscal year is not defined, all fiscal years are affected.

Firm Select a law firm or vendor from the drop-down list (required). Optionally,
you can select a fiscal year and only the rate cards for that fiscal year
under the firm/vendor are frozen. Select a start and end date. Rate cards
frozen at the firm level include all timekeeper rate cards.

Matter Select a matter record (required). Optionally, you can select a fiscal year, a
firm/vendor, and an individual (timekeeper). Selecting additional options
besides matter record opens more options for the rate card freeze, and
these new options narrow the criteria. For example, if you select a firm/
vendor for a matter-level rate card freeze, the matter-level rate cards for all
other firm/vendors assigned to that matter record are not frozen. If the
selected firm/vendor has other rate cards in their system, only the ones
associated to the matter are affected.

Individual Select a firm, then select an individual from the drop-down lists (required).
Optionally, you can select a fiscal year and start/end date(s). If a fiscal year
is selected, only the rate cards assigned to that timekeeper for the selected
fiscal year are frozen.

The Freeze Rate Card(s) page displays how many rate cards meet the freeze criteria; this
number adjusts as you select more options.

Criteria Match Amount

4. Use the  icons to select start and end dates if necessary, then click Freeze Rate Card.
 

Frozen rate cards appear at the bottom of the page, and the selections are shown under
their corresponding columns (i.e. law firm/vendor names appear under the Firm/Vendor
column for firm-level rate card freezes; Matter numbers appear under the Matter column for
matter-level rate card freezes). 
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Un-Freeze Rate Card

Undo a Rate Card Freeze

1. Click the checkboxes of the rate cards to be unfrozen.

2. Click Delete.

Rate card logs, located in Application & Database | Rate Card Logs, track the history of
frozen rate cards, including the name of the individual who initiated the freeze, the criteria for the
freeze, indication of whether the rate freeze expired automatically or manually, and the time and
date the action occurred.

1.6.20 Delete Rate Card(s)

The Delete Rate Card(s) hyperlink in the Firms & Vendors sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to select rate cards for deletion that are associated to individual employees within a firm
by fiscal year.

Delete Rate Card(s) Link

To delete a rate card:

1. Select a firm or vendor from the "Select Firm" drop-down list.

2. Select a year from the "Select Year" drop-down list. 
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Only years with associated rate cards appear.

3. Select a timekeeper from the "Select an Individual" drop-down list. 

Only timekeepers with rate cards assigned to them appear.

4. If you are deleting a matter-level rate card, select a matter from the "Select Matter" drop-down
list. Otherwise, leave the selection at "---None---".

Note: You may need to select a timekeeper before you can select a matter.

A list of all rate cards for the selected individual are displayed by rate card code. 

Click the  icon to delete a rate card, and then click OK in the confirmation window. To delete all
rate cards at once, click Here (highlighted below). 

Delete a Rate Card

1.7 Chapter 5: Parties/Entities

The Parties & Entities tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks controlling the
Parties & Entities module. A Party is typically an individual with either a direct relationship to a
matter record, or an indirect relationship through an Entity. An Entity is typically a company, or a
group of individuals, with a direct relationship to a matter record.
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Parties & Entities Sidebar

Party & Entity Switches

The Party & Entity Switches hyperlink in the Parties & Entities sidebar allows users to turn a party
or entity module on or off.

· —Feature or permission is enabled

· —Feature or permission is disabled

One module must always be turned on. Click the green/red indicators to turn the modules on/off.

Turn a Party/Entity Module On or Off

Additional Options: 

Page Function

Party Types Adjust the type of parties that appear in the drop-down list when adding
a member to a matter.
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Page Function

Standard Captions Caption the "extra" fields on the party table for the Extra Information
page within a party's profile page.

Delete Party Delete a party from the database who is not assigned to a matter.

Entity Types Adjust the type of entities that appear in the drop-down list when adding
a member to a matter.

Delete Entity Delete an entity who has no matter records, or retire an entity.

Your Company Identify which entity record represents your company.

1.7.1 Parties

A party is an individual while an entity identifies a company, location, group (such as a union), or an
abstract article. The hyperlinks in the Parties sidebar allows users to manage the Party module.

Parties Sidebar

A Party can be:

· A subordinate individual to one or more entities

· An individual who can be associated to a matter but who is not associated to an entity

For additional information, please refer to the Parties/Entities section of the Lawtrac User Guide.

1.7.1.1 Party Types

The Party Types hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to adjust the types of parties that appear in the
drop-down list when adding a member to a matter. Identifying party members help establish what
relationship the individual has with a matter record. For example, while a party (or person) may be in
your system only once, they may be a witness on one matter record and a plaintiff in another.
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Party Types Link

· Edit the party types by clicking the  icon and typing in the text box. Click Save Change.

Edit Party Type

Add a Party Type

1. Enter the party type in the "New Category" text box below the list of active categories.

2. Click Add.

Add New Party Type

Retired Categories

· To retire a party type, click Retire Category. Retired party types are no longer
available for use on any new or updated matter records. 

· To see all retired party types, click View Retired located under Add New Category. 

Retired categories can be reinstated. To reactivate a retired category: 

1. Click View Retired.
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2. Click the  icon.

3. Select the  icon.

1.7.1.2 Standard Captions

The Standard Captions hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties &
Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users to caption the "extra" fields on the party
table. Standard captions are used for the Extra Information page within a parties' profile page.

Captions Links

To edit a caption, type directly into the text box and press the [Tab] button on your keyboard or click
your mouse anywhere outside the text box. 

To leave a field without a caption, make sure the text box is blank.

· —Caption is not in use

· —Changes have been saved

· —No changes were made
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Standard Captions

1.7.1.3 Delete Party

The Delete Party hyperlink under Parties in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to delete a party from the database only if they
are not assigned to any matter.

Delete Party Link

1. Enter a name or letter by which to search in the "Search Surname" text box and click Search.
There is a minimum character requirement of one.

2. Select a name from the displayed list. 
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The party's open and closed matter assignments are displayed; if there are none open, you have

the option to delete the party by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Whether or not a party has open matter assignments, the party can still be retired from future
use. 

3. In the "Set Retired Date To" text box, click the  icon to select a date.

4. Click Set Inactive. 

Important note: Even if the retired date is set in the future, the party is still immediately removed
from the active party list.

Delete a Party

1.7.2 Entities

Entities are groups of individuals, business units, locations, etc. The hyperlinks under Entities in the
Application Administration | Parties & Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users
to manage the Entities module.

Entities Sidebar

An Entity can be:

· An external company

· A subordinate company within the corporation using the Lawtrac application

· An identified class of litigants

For additional information, please refer to the Parties/Entities section of the Lawtrac User Guide.
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1.7.2.1 Entity Types

The Entity Types hyperlink in the Entities sidebar allows site administrators to adjust the type of
entities that appear in the drop-down list when adding a member to a matter. Identifying entity
members may help establish what relationship the individual has with a matter record.

Entity Types Link  

· To edit an entity type click on the name of the entity or the  icon and type in the "Adjust
Category Name" text box. Click Save to confirm changes.

· To add new entity types, type the entity type name in the "New Category" text box and click
Add. 

Edit Entity Type

Retired Entity Categories

Retired entity types can be seen by clicking the Display Retired button on the right.

To retire an entity type, click on the name of an entity and click Retire Category.  Retired
entity types are no longer available for use on any new or updated matter records.

Retired categories can be reinstated. To reactivate a retired category: 

1. Click View Retired.

2. Click the  icon.
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3. Select the  icon.

1.7.2.2 Delete Entity

The Delete Entity hyperlink under Entities in the Application Administration | Parties & Entities
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to delete an entity with no matter records, or
retire an entity.

Delete Entity Link

Active Entities

1. Click the name of an entity in the Active Entities list. The open and closed matter
assignments are displayed; if there are none open, you have the option to delete the entity

by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Whether or not an entity has open matter assignments, they can still be retired from future
use. 

2. In the "Set Retired Date To" text box, click the  icon to select a date, then click Set
Inactive. 

Important note: Even if the retired date is set in the future, the entity is still removed from
the active party list.

View inactive entities by clicking the List Inactive Entities at the bottom of the page.
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Delete an Entity

Retired Entities

View inactive entities by clicking the List Inactive Entities at the bottom of the page.

Click on the name of an entity. Opened and closed matter assignments are displayed; if there

are none open, you have the option to delete the entity by clicking the  icon at the bottom.

Click the  icon to reactivate the entity.

Activate an Entity
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1.7.2.3 Your Company

The Your Company hyperlink under Entities in the Application Administration | Parties &
Entities sidebar allows site administrators and super users to identify which entity record represents
your company. This saves time in adding your company as an entity to matter, etc. Please note that
only one can be set. 

Select an entity from the drop-down list and click Save. 

Your Company Link

1.8 Chapter 6: Matter Maintenance

Matter Maintenance allows site administrators and super users to adjust settings for the Matter
Module.

To access Matter Maintenance, click the My Lawtrac tab at the top of the Lawtrac home page
and select Application Administration.
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Matter Maintenance Sidebar
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Matter Maintenance Options:

Page Function

Legal Hierarchy
Maintenance

Assign multiple levels to categories which can operate either as linked or
unlinked hierarchies.

Product: Review/
Modify

Add or modify categories with export codes on the product level.

Product:
Maintenance

Run scripts on the product level that scrub current data in order to assign
a single listed category as primary.

Business Unit:
Review/Modify

Add or modify categories with export codes on the division or department
level.

Business Unit:
Maintenance

Run scripts on the division or department level that scrub current data in
order to assign a single listed category as primary.

Matter Numbers Modify or add new matter sequences to your Lawtrac database. View the
next available number in the sequence and its assigned security group.  

Text Categories Adjust the settings for matter text categories.

Status Maintenance Add, reorder, or retire categories for reports with regards to all records in
your Lawtrac database.

Court Maintenance Manage categories that indicate a court, jurisdiction, arbitration, or other
third party/entity of a matter record that has direct influence on the
outcome.

Area of Law
Maintenance

Manage categories that aid in the organization of the information in your
Lawtrac database. Categories here are used within a matter's area of law
page.

Priority
Maintenance

Identify the importance of  individual matter activities when compared to
others your staff is working on.

Outcome Type
Maintenance

Add and edit matter outcome types.

Calendar
Categories

Add and edit calendar event categories.
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Page Function

Checklist
Maintenance

Edit or add checklist questions and answers for the matter types in your
database.

Temporary Matter
Data

View and/or delete the temporary data of a matter record.

Delete Matter
Record

Delete a matter record.

1.8.1 Legal Hierarchy Maintenance

The Legal Hierarchy Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows
categories to have multiple levels which can operate either as linked or unlinked hierarchies. 

Legal Hierarchy Maintenance Link

· View Issues—See an overview of matter issues across all matter types; click Manage
Categories to return to the main page

· —View all options

· —View and edit subcategories

· Retire Category—Retire the category

Important Note: If the category is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you cannot
retire the category.

Options:
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Selection Purpose

Name Enter a name for the category.

Code Label the category with an export code (optional).

Captions Edit the title of a caption and turn access to captions on  or off .

Requirements Mark an item as required on a matter record, hide/disable an item during the
matter creation process, or opt to keep a record from being closed unless
completed.

Category
Connectors

Connect administration to a category so it displays on the matter menu.

Contract/
Agreement

Enter the contract information to be displayed on a matter labeled as
Contract or Agreement.

Workflow Delete a workflow step with , or add a new workflow target by using the text
boxes and clicking Add New Target. The  icon indicates if the work flow
target is automatically added to new records. Click  to turn this function
"off". 

Patent/
Trademark

Edit data fields that will interact with your matter calendar.

Self Service Add individuals to the list of notification recipients for self-service
administration.

Screen Lay-out Select Turn On to display a module,  to move most important options to
the top,  to move an option down, or  to turn display off.

Folder Sets The folder sets that appear here are automatically created for any future
matter added under that specific category. You can find the associated
folders in the Files & Folders section of a matter record.

Update current folders by typing in the text box and click Update, or add a
new folder by typing the name in the empty text box and click Save. Click 
to delete folder.

Finance
Captions

Name finance types for the matter finance screen. Click Save to confirm and
update.
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1.8.1.1 Subcategories

From within Legal Hierarchy Maintenance of the Matter Maintenance tab in My Lawtrac |

Administrative Applications, click the  to the right of the category name to view and edit
subcategories.

Legal Hierarchy Maintenance Subcategories

· —Change the subcategory name and code, and click Save to confirm changes

· —Retire the category

· Retired List—View retired categories

·  Add New Category—Add a subcategory; enter a name and code in the text boxes, then click
Save

1.8.1.2 Matter Requirements

From within the Legal Hierarchy Maintenance page, you can mark certain fields as "required" for
users to complete when creating a matter. Requirements affect the Classification of a matter (for
example, if a user selects the classification of "Administration" for a new matter, it must adhere to
those requirements, which may differ from the requirements of a "Contract" classified matter).

First, click on a category name, then click the Requirements hyperlink to the right.

The requirements page has three options for data fields: 

· Req—Marks the field as required data. Users MUST include this data in order to save their work.

· Skip—Hide the field from the Add New Matter steps.

· Close—Users cannot close the record unless complete.

For any of the fields listed under Categories and Matter Data Items, click a toggle button to turn

the action "on" ( ) or "off" ( ). Certain fields cannot be skipped or closed.

Important Note: If a site administrator makes items required and hidden, users will experience
ColdFusion errors when clicking on the links to these hidden items. In order to avoid this error, it is
best practice to communicate with Lawtrac user's which categories are both required and hidden, or
avoid selecting both switches.
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Use the scroll bar on the right to view all options.

1.8.1.3 Captions

To edit captions, first select a category from the Application Administration | Matter
Maintenance | Legal Hierarchy Maintenance page. If necessary, navigate the sub-levels to locate
the appropriate category.

From the maintenance section, select Captions.

Text fields under the Caption column can be adjusted to reflect the caption titles of your choice.
Under the Access Column, determine whether the caption is displayed to users. Changes are saved
automatically, as indicated by the  icon.

· —The caption is enabled

· —The caption is disabled

Note: "UDC" is simply an abbreviation for "User Definable Caption".

1.8.2 Product: Review/Modify

The Product: Review/Modify hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to add or modify categories with export codes on the product level. Product category
names are used when creating new matter records.

If your categories have multiple levels, use the numbered buttons at the top of the screen to "jump"
to that specific level.
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Product Management

Under Category Name and Export Code, you can take the following actions:

· Change the category name by typing directly into the text boxes, then click Save. The export
code category is optional and is used when Lawtrac interfaces with other applications or passes
data to and from other services.

· Delete the category name and export code by clicking the  icon. Important Note: If the
product is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you will not be able to retire or
delete the product. 

· View a category's subcategories by clicking the  icon. For unlinked levels, there is no drill
down , but you have an option to create a new one.

Add New Product Category

1. Type a name and code into the corresponding text boxes under Add New. 

2. Click Save.

Retired Product Categories

View retired categories by clicking Display Retired Categories at the bottom, and click Activate to
reinstate the category and export code.

Activate an Inactive Category and Export Code
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1.8.2.1 Advanced Settings

From the Product: Review/Modify page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, click Open
Advanced Settings. From here, each level of product category can be given a specific name to be
used by site administrators or super users.

· —The levels are linked

· —The levels are unlinked

Open Advanced Settings

1. Set the maximum number of levels in the text box directly under Master Settings, no more than
10 as maximum. Type directly into the text box and click Set. 

2. Click the colored indicator under Link the Levels to enable it or disable it.

Note: When levels are unlinked, all added products will be included in drop-down menus for each
matter regardless of type. Therefore, the lists can get quite long, so careful consideration should
be given when adding new products.

3. Set names to each level by typing into the appropriate text box. Click anywhere outside the text
box after entry to save changes.
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1.8.3 Product: Maintenance

The Product: Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators or super users to run scripts on the product level that scrub current data and assigns
a single listed category as primary.

Product: Maintenance Link

Click Primary Marker Review, then click Run Script. You can run all scripts, or select the color

indicator above the button to only run open  or closed  records.

Category Specific Functions and Scripts
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1.8.4 Department: Review/Modify

The Department: Review/Modify hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to add or modify categories with export codes on the business unit/division level.

Division: Review/Modify Link

Under Category Name and Export Code, take the following actions:

· Change the category name or code by typing directly into the text boxes under Category
Name and Export Code, then click Save. The export code category is optional and is used
when Lawtrac interfaces with other applications or passes data to and from other services.

· Delete the category name and export code by clicking the  icon. Once deleted, these
categories can be reactivated by going to Display Retired Categories and clicking Activate. 

Important Note: If the department is in use by Approval Chain or Invoice Handlers, you are
not able to retire or delete the business unit.

· View subcategories by clicking the  icon. For unlinked levels, there is no drill-down  icon,
but you have an option to add a new sub-level category.

Add New Department Category

1. Type a name and code into the corresponding text boxes under Add New. You can add a new
department for different levels.

2. Click Save.
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Division Category List

1.8.4.1 Advanced Settings

From the Department: Review/Modify page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, click Open
Advanced Settings.

· —The levels are linked

· —The levels are unlinked

Advanced Settings

1. Set the maximum number of levels in the text box directly under Master Settings, no more than
10 as maximum. Type directly into the text box and click Set. 

2. Click the colored indicator under Link the Levels to enable it or disable it.

Note: When levels are unlinked, all added departments will be included in drop-down menus for
each matter regardless of type. Therefore, the lists can get quite long, so careful consideration
should be given when adding new departments.

3. Set names to each level by typing into the appropriate text box. Click anywhere outside the text
box after entry to save changes.
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1.8.5 Department: Maintenance

The Department: Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators to run scripts on the business unit level that scrubs current data and assigns a single
listed category as primary.

Division: Maintenance Link

Click Primary Marker Review, then click Run Scripts. You can run all scripts, or select the color

indicator above the button to only run open  or closed  records.

Category Specific Functions and Scripts

1.8.6 Matter Numbers

The Matter Numbers hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to modify or add new matter sequences to your Lawtrac database. You can also see the
next available number in the sequence and its assigned security group.
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Matter Numbers Link

· —Adjust the prefix name or number of a matter sequence; in the prefix details on the right,
change the details in the text boxes and click Save Changes

· —Retire the prefix

· Restrict the use of prefix use by security group or type by selecting one of the hyperlinks and

clicking all toggle switches to turn the group or type "on"  or "off" 

· —Reinstate retired prefixes

Modify Prefix

1.8.6.1 Add New Prefix

1. From the Matter Numbers page in the Matter Maintenance sidebar, enter the desired prefix
and the number to start with (if needed) in the "Add New Prefix" text box.

2. Click Next. 

3. Assign the "Next" number in the corresponding text fields and choose whether to restrict use by
type or security group. 

4. Click Save Changes when finished. 

The new sequence appears in the listing.
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Matter prefixes may have a set sequence length. 

For example, the sequence length in the screenshot below is three, so the sequence numbers
displayed in the Next column always default to three characters, unless the amount typed into
the "Next Number" data field is longer than three characters. 

Suppose the sequence length is set to five, and a super user types "12" as the next number;
the Next column displays "00012". If the super user changes the next number to "123456", the
Next column displays "123456".

To change sequence length: 

Type a new number in the "Set Sequence Length to" text box, then click Set. Results are reflected
immediately in the Prefix table. Retired prefixes are not affected.

Add a Prefix

1.8.7 Text Categories

The Text Categories hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to adjust the settings for matter text categories.

Text Categories Link

Each category has a switch that sets the category as default (Default column), grants key
personnel access (KP Access), and manages the level of access for outside counsel (OC Access). 
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Click the switch or number that corresponds with the access you wish to allow; changes are saved
automatically.

· —Set the outside counsel security

· —Key Personnel access is enabled

· —Key Personnel access is disabled

· —Outside counsel may view and edit this category

· —Outside counsel may view and edit the category if they are the author

· —Outside counsel may view this category, but not add/edit

· —Outside counsel is not able to view

Open Matter Text Category

From within an open matter text category, you have the following options: 

· Change category name by typing into the "Category Name" text box, then click Save 

· Set outside counsel security

· Click Align to align all text entries submitted to that category to reflect outside counsel security

· Click the  icon to retire category 

Note: Categories designated "mandatory" cannot be deleted

· Use the color switches to restrict a categories use to a specific group (non-mandatory
categories only)

Add New Text Categories

1. Enter the category name in the text box at the bottom of the screen.

2. Click Save. 
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The category is added to the active category list, where you can then edit access
permissions and restrictions.

Add New Matter Text Category

View Retired Text Categories

1. Click List Retired Categories at the bottom of the page. 

a. Edit retired categories in the same manner as active categories. 

2. Reinstate a retired category by clicking the  icon or the category name. 

a. Click Reactivate. 

Reactivate Matter Text Category

1.8.8 Status Maintenance

The Status Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to add, reorder, or retire statuses for all matter records in your Lawtrac database.

Creating and editing categories changes the label wherever it is used in the application. This process
generally takes eight hours to complete; however, the query cache can be cleared through the
ColdFusion Administration settings if the client needs to see the results immediately.
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Status Maintenance Link

Edit Status Category

1. Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name
column save automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

2. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

The Order column determines the order the statuses are displayed in the drop-down from which
users select them. If there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events display
in the order they were entered.

To retire existing categories, click the  icon.

Status Management
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Add New Status Category

1. Type the new category name in the "Add New Status" text box.

2. Click Save.

Retired Status Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retired column.

1.8.9 Venue Maintenance

The Venue Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to manage categories that indicate a court, jurisdiction, arbitration, or other third
party/entity of a matter record that has direct influence on the outcome.

Edit Venue Category Name 

Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name column
save automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

The Order column determines the order the categories are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

To retire existing categories, click the  icon. 
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Area of Law Management

Add New Venue Category

Type the new category name in the "Add New Venue" text box and click Save.

Retired Venue Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retired column.

1.8.10 Area of Law

The Area of Law hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators to
manage categories that aid in organizing the information in your Lawtrac database. Categories here
are used within a matter's area of law page.

Area of Law Link

Edit Area of Law Categories
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Type directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes made in the Category Name column
are saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. 

The Order column determines the order the events are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered. Click Set at the bottom to update sort order.

To retire existing calendar event categories, click the  icon. 

Area of Law Management

Add New Area of Law Category

Type the new category name in the "Add New Area of Law" text box and click Save.

Retired Area of Law Categories

Retired categories can be reinstated by clicking View Retired List and clicking Activate in the
Retire column.

1.8.11 Priority Maintenance

The Priority Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to define priorities that end users may choose from drop-down menus to identify the
importance of individual matter activities.
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Priorities Link

· To modify the order priority indicators are listed on the drop-down menu, change the numbers in
the Order column. 

· To modify the priority indicator names, change the text in the Priority Name text box. Click
outside the text box to save.

· Use the radio button  under the Default column to set a default priority indicator when adding
a new matter.

Priority Management

Add New Priority Indicators
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Enter the new name in the "Add New Priority" text box, and click Save. If you wish to move it
higher in the drop-down menu, you can make adjustments after it has been added.

Note: Priority indicators not in use as default are followed by the  icon. Click the  icon to
delete the priority label.

Retired Matter Priorities

Priorities that have been retired can been displayed by clicking the View Retired List at the
bottom. 

Reactivate them by clicking Activate under the Retire column.

1.8.12 Outcome Types

The Outcome Type Maintenance hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to add and edit matter outcomes.

Outcome Types Link

Outcome types can be associated to specific matter types by using the drop-down menus in the 
Associate To column to select that matter type.

Edit Matter Outcome Types

Edit any code, category name, or order by typing directly into the text boxes.

Click the  icon to retire a code.

Click Update after making any changes on the page.
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Manage Outcome Types

Add Matter Outcome Types

New outcome types can be added at the bottom of the page. 

1. Type an outcome type title into the "Add New Outcome Type" text box.

2. Type a code into the "Add New Outcome Code" text box.

3. Click Save. 
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Add Outcome Type

Retired Matter Outcomes

Click View Retired List to see all retired outcome types, and reactivate them by clicking
Activate under the Retire column.

1.8.13 Calendar Categories

The Calendar Categories hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to add and edit calendar event categories.  

Event Classifications Link

Edit Calendar Categories

Edit category name and order by typing directly into the corresponding text boxes. Changes
made in the Category Name column are saved automatically, as indicated by the  icon. Click
Set at the bottom to update sort order.

The Order column determines the order the events are displayed in the drop-down menus. If
there is no order number (or if the order number is "0"), the events are displayed in the order they
were entered.
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To retire existing calendar event categories, click the  icon. 

Event Types

Add Calendar Categories

Add new calendar event categories by typing the new event name in the "Add New Event" text
box and click Save.

Retired Calendar Categories

View retired event classifications by clicking View Retired List.

Reinstate categories by clicking Activate under the Retire column.

1.8.14 Checklist Maintenance

Click the Checklist Maintenance hyperlink from the Matter Maintenance bar to edit or add
checklist questions and answers for the matter types in your Lawtrac database. These checklist
questions are used in the checklist section of a matter record.
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Checklists Link

1. Use the "Select Category" drop-down menu to select the matter type for which you wish to make
adjustments.

Once you have selected a matter type, a list of questions associated to that type are displayed.

2. Edit an existing checklist question for that matter type by clicking the . 

a. Type your question into the text box, select the acceptable answers for that question, then
click Save.

3. Delete an existing checklist question by clicking the  icon under the RET column. 

Note: All deletions are final. To reinstate a deleted checklist question, you must add it again as
new.

To add a new checklist question for that matter type, enter the new question in the "Add New
Question" text box, decide if the question is to be added to all open matter records by clicking the

radio box  and click Add New.
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Set Answers

· To edit or add answers to be used for matter checklist questions, click 
 on the right side of the page. The right side of the page refreshes to show a list of current
answers, which can be edited by typing in the text box under the Answer column. 

· To change the order number, type in the text box under the Order column. Click Save to
confirm changes, or the  icon to delete the question permanently.

· To add a new answer, type an answer in the "Add New Answer" box and click Save.

Usage Report

Click  to see how many times a question has been used. If the question has
never been applied to a matter record it can be deleted. Questions that have been retired do not
appear.

1.8.15 Legal Hold

The Legal Hold hyperlink within Matter Maintenance contains a setting which allows Lawtrac Super
Users to manage matters that are under Legal Hold. 

When enabled, the permission allows users to add, edit, and/or remove documents, legal team
members (including In-House and Key Personnel users), and text records from a matter under Legal
Hold. 

This toggle is turned off by default but can be turned on at any point in time.

1.8.16 Temporary Matter Data

Temporary Matter Data occurs when a user begins to add a matter record but fails to complete the
process. This page allows you to send the person a reminder to finish, or you can delete the
temporary data altogether.
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The Temporary Matter Data hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar displays the temporary
data by category, with the name of author, the date and time the data was added, and a delete
button to remove the temporary data.

Temporary Matter Data Link

Click the  icon to open temporary data detail. The colored icons indicate how many steps a user
completed when attempting to add a new matter record, and what information the matter includes.  

· —Data included in matter

· —Data not included in matter

Quick clear options are located at the bottom of the page, and allow you to delete all temporary
matter data, or the temporary matter data added before the current day.

Important Note: There is no confirmation for deletion, and this step cannot be undone.

Temporary Data Detail
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1.8.17 Delete Matter Record

The Delete Matter Record hyperlink in the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows super users and
site administrators to delete closed matter records.

Delete Matter Record Link

1. Enter matter number or name into the text box and click Look-Up. You can enter just a letter
and all matters with that letter in the matter number or matter name will be displayed.

2. Choose a matter from the list; select the radio button  and click Verify Delete. 

Confirmation is requested on the right side of the page.

3. Click Delete Now to permanently delete the matter record.

Note: Matter records on hold cannot be deleted.
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Verify Deletion

1.8.18 Scripts

The Scripts hyperlink on the Matter Maintenance sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to move a text entry from one matter record to another.

Scripts Link

1. Click Move a text entry from one matter record to another. 
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2. In the new text box, type either the matter name or number, then click Look-Up. You can enter
in a letter in the text box, and suggestions drop down as shown below:

3. Select the text entry to be moved, then type either the matter name or number, and click Move
Record.

1.9 Chapter 7: Document Bank

The Document Bank tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users
to set up the Document Bank Module and control its functionality for users.

Note: The updated Office plugins (compatible with Office 2010, 2013, and 2016) fully support files
and documents that contain characters from the following Asian languages (in either the file name or
the file contents): Chinese (Traditional and Simplified), Korean, Vietnamese, Indonesian,
Japanese, and Thai.

Document Bank Sidebar

Document Bank Options:
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Page Function

Document Bank
Switches

Enable or disable use of the Documents module.

Upload Instructions Configure the instructions users see when uploading documents.

Document
Categories

Set up categories/folders to organize electronic files (documents, images,
etc.) in your database.

Outside Counsel
Library

Define which matter records outside counsel can view if they have access
to Lawtrac.

Safe File Types Prevent individuals from uploading files that may harm the server, expose
critical information, etc.

DocSave
Configuration

Enter the necessary FTP address, hard drive (HD) directory, user name,
password, and key code for using Lawtrac DocSave with your Lawtrac
database.

Upload Limits Specify the maximum upload file size in MB.

1.9.1 Document Bank Switches

The Document Bank Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to enable or disable the Documents
module.

Document Bank Switches Link
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· —Document Bank Switch is enabled ("on")

· —Document Bank Switch is disabled ("off")

Document Bank Switch Options:

Switch Purpose

Document
Bank

Turn Document Bank Module on to view the Documents List page.

Drag-N-Drop Allow document upload into a matter record by dragging and dropping the file.

Lawtrac
Connect

Allow or disallow Lawtrac to connect to the Connect plug-in—an application
that a user installs to work with Microsoft Outlook. (Documents | Document
Tools)

Email from
Matter Records

Turn on or off the ability to email documents from the database to others who
are associated with the same matter record.

1.9.2 Upload Instructions

The Upload Instructions hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to configure the instructions end users see when
uploading documents. Document Bank provides standard instructions by default.

Upload Instructions Link

To add to or edit the instructions:

1. Find the text you wish to edit in the text box and make the necessary changes. Be careful not to
erase HTML coding so as to not affect the way instructions appear on the screen. 
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2. When you are finished making changes, click Update.

Update Instructions

1.9.3 Document Categories

The Document Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to set up categories/folders to organize electronic files
(documents, images, etc.). This can simplify locating documents when needed, as some matter
records may have a large number of various types of documents attached.

Document Categories Link

Edit Document Categories
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1. Click the name of the document category and type a new name in the "Edit Category Name"
text box, then click Update.

2. Under Subordinate Categories, click the colored switches to turn a second level category
on  or off . 

3. Add a new subordinate category by typing a category name in the "Add New Subordinate
Category" text box, then click Save.

4. Edit existing subordinate categories by clicking on the name and typing into the text box
that appears. Click Save. 

5. Click the  icon to retire the category. Categories that have been retired can been displayed
by clicking the Display Retired Categories at the bottom. Reactivate them by clicking
Activate.

Edit Document Category

Add a Document Category

1. Enter the new name in the "Add New Category" text box on the left.

2. Click Save. 

If you wish to include subordinate categories, you must make adjustments after it has been
added.

Usage Report

Click the Usage Report button to the right of the category list to view the number of documents
in each category. 

Note: If there are no documents within a category, the category can be deleted by clicking the
 icon. Selecting the  icon deletes the document categories from the Usage Report, AND

deletes the category itself. Notice how Discovery and Subpoena show up in the Usage Report
below, but not in the category list on the left side of the screen-shot. Additionally, clicking the 
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icon in the regular category list deletes the category, but it still appears in the usage report if
documents were uploaded to the category. 

1.9.4 Outside Counsel Library

All outside counsel who have access to Lawtrac also have access to the records administrators and
super users select on this page. These records can be used to retain "standard" documents and
forms. 

From the My Lawtrac tab, select Application Administration and click the Document Bank tab.
Select Outside Counsel Library from the sidebar on the right side of the screen.

Outside Counsel Library Link

· Select a matter from the drop-down menu and click Set Record. 

· Select "None" to turn the function off.
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Set Record

All outside counsel will have access to this record, so it should only be used as a library of general
documents for all outside counsel, not for confidential documents related to specific matters. Outside
counsel will also be able to upload documents to this record, and those uploaded documents are
available to all outside counsel as well. Lawtrac recommends that your site create a policy for using
this matter library and include it among the documents here.

1.9.5 Safe File Types

The Safe File Types hyperlink in the Document Bank sidebar prevents individuals from uploading
files that may harm the server, expose critical information, etc. Limit the file types to only those your
department uses. 

Important Note: File types and names should not be changed while indexing is in process.

Safe File Types Link

Enter the file extensions separated by a comma. Do not include the period, or "dot". Click Save
when finished.
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Edit Document Types

1.9.6 Docsave Configuration

The DocSave Configuration hyperlink in the Application Administration | Document Bank
sidebar allows site administrators and super users to enter the necessary FTP address, hard drive
(HD) directory, user name, password, and key code for using Lawtrac DocSave with your Lawtrac
database. This page should be used at the request of Mitratech Support.

Docsave Configuration Link

DocSave information can be changed by typing directly into the appropriate text box. Click Change
FTP Information to save changes. 

You may also identify which individuals have permission to use the DocSave add-on. The number of
people you can grant permission to use DocSave depends on the number of licenses purchased for
that product. 

To grant permission to use DocSave:

1. Click the checkbox  next to an individual’s name. 

2. Be sure to click Change Users Information at the bottom when you are finished.
Note: If a users password is already saved then that field will appear blank. Newly entered
passwords will appear hashed (*****) when they're being typed out. 
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1.9.7 Upload Limits

The Upload Limits hyperlink in the Document Bank sidebar specifies the maximum upload file size
in megabytes (MB). Value can be between 1-100 MB. Default is 25 MB.

Upload Limits Link

To change the maximum upload file size, type a number into the text box and click Save.

Change Upload Limit
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1.10 Chapter 8: File Room

The File Room tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users to
set up your File Room module.

File Room Sidebar

File Room Options: 

Page Function

File Room Switches Enable or disable the options within the File Room.

File Room
Administrator

Select the individual who is responsible for overseeing file check-in
and check-out process.

Text & Date Field
Labels

Manage text and date field labels that are used when adding a file.

1.10.1 File Room Switches

The File Room Switches hyperlink in the Application Administration | File Room sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to set preferences for the File Room.  

File Room Switches Link

Use the buttons to turn the module on, include sub-folders, create new folders automatically when a
new matter is added, close all files when the "date closed" field is populated for the matter, and add
new files and folders to the print list automatically.
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Deprecated items have been removed from Lawtrac 4.1. Customer support at Mitratech can assist
with solving any problems this may cause. 

Switch Function

Create file & folders when
new matter is added.

When a new matter record is created, a file named after the
matter is automatically added to the Files & Folders page of the
record.

Close all files when matter
date closed is populated.

When a matter record is closed, all associated files and folders
are closed as well.

Use sub (third level) folders. A folder may contain more than two levels.

Add new file & folders to print
list automatically.

File and folder information is included in matter record printables.

· —Feature has been turned on

· —Feature has been turned off

File Room Switches

1.10.2 File Room Administrator

The File Room Administrator hyperlink in the File Room sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to set the individual who is responsible for overseeing file check-in and check-out
process.

File Room Administrator Link

Select an individual from the drop-down list, and click Set Administrator. 
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Set File Room Administrator

1.10.3 Text & Date Field Labels

The Text & Date Field Labels hyperlink in the File Room sidebar is used to manage text and date
labels that correspond to the file room module. This page is for Lawtrac Support use only and should
not be tampered with unless at the request of the Lawtrac Support team.

Text & Date Field Labels Link

To change a text field, type directly into the appropriate text box. Click [Tab] or anywhere outside
the text box to automatically save changes, as indicated by the  icon (as shown below).
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Manage Text Fields

1.11 Chapter 9: Reports

The Reports tab in Application Administration allows site administrators and super users to set
up the Reporting module.

Reports Sidebar

Page Function

Report Categories Manage report categories and subcategories.

Print View Settings Manage settings for printing reports.

Alignment Function Reset your report library to the standard Lawtrac report set.

Scripts Compare reports and files in reports directory and database.
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1.11.1 Report Categories

The Report Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar controls
set-up of the report category menus from the drop-down list on the main screen of the Reporting
module.

Report Categories Link

· To edit an existing report category, click the  icon for that category. The edit template displays
to the right. Edit the category name and description in the appropriate text boxes and click 
Save. 

· To view a report category, click the title of the desired category. You can view a list of all reports
assigned to that category or add a new one. Active reports are marked by the  icon. 

· To delete a report category, click the  icon.

Edit Report Categories

1. Click category name, then the budget title. 

2. Change the file name (the name of the document as it appears in your computer's
database), report name, and a description if necessary. From this view you can also select
which security groups have access to the record.

· —Group has access

· —Group does not have access

3. Click Save to confirm changes.

Add Report Categories

1. Click on category name, then click on the Add New Report link. 

1. Type file name, name, and description in the corresponding text boxes.

2. Choose display options by using the toggle switches (set a report to only open in a new
window or to hide the report from lists). 

3. Click Save.

You can add as many reports as you wish to the report categories, but it is recommended to
only add the reports necessary and remove unused reports in order to keep the lists practical
and easy to use.
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Edit or Add Report

Add New Report Category Group

You can add as many reports as you wish to the report categories, but it is recommended to
only add the reports necessary and remove unused reports in order to keep the lists practical
and easy to use.

1. Click Add New Group at the bottom of the category list.

2. Enter the category name and description in the appropriate text boxes.

3. Click Save. 

Note: Changing report file names should be done with caution. If you have not renamed the file
itself on your server, please do not attempt to change the file name, as the database will not be
able to access that report in the future.
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Add New Report Group

1.11.2 Print View Settings

The Print View Settings hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to modify the headings used on reports printed via the print view
screen.

Print View Settings Link

Type the desired text settings into the corresponding text boxes and click Apply Changes. At the
bottom of the page, a sample print view screen is displayed with your selections.
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Manage Print View Settings

1.11.3 Alignment Function

The Alignment Function hyperlink in the Reports sidebar allows site administrators and super
users to reset the report library to the standard Lawtrac report set that was shipped with the
product. 

Important Note: This function should only be used at the recommendation of Lawtrac Support. You
cannot undo this function once you activate it.

Alignment Function Link

If Lawtrac Support asks you to run this function, click Run Alignment Script to reset your report
library. There is no way to undo this action.

1.11.4 Scripts

The Scripts hyperlink in the Application Administration | Reports sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to compare a report table to files in the reports directory, or compare
files in the report directory to the database.
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Scripts Link

To compare a report or files, click the appropriate hyperlink. The report opens on the right.

· —Report/File is in database

· —Report/File is not in database

Compare

1.12 Chapter 10: Misc. Settings

The Misc. Settings tab in Application Administration opens a set of hyperlinks on the right side of
the screen that allow site administrators and super users to modify or configure settings pertaining to
corporate information and internal staff.
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Misc. Settings Sidebar

Options: 

Page Function

Notifications Create a schedule for which key dates from matter records will be
sent via email to individuals as a reminder.

Geographic Settings Edit geographic settings and currency.

Reset a Data Feed Reset invoices which have been recorded as "To Accounting" and
need to be resent.

Data Feed Notifications Add notification recipients and notify them of data feed activity.

Category Headlines View and add category headings.

Retired Categories View and reinstate retired category headings.
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Page Function

Lock Time Entries Set or open locks on time entries.

Open Category Map Located under the Misc. Settings sidebar. Displays all categories
created in Category Headlines.

1.12.1 Notifications

The Notifications hyperlink in the Misc. Settings sidebar allows site administrators and super users
to manage notifications.

Notifications Link

· —Notification system enabled ("on")

· —Notification system disabled ("off")

In the top section of the screen, edit the notification schedule by taking the following steps: 

1. Click the colored indicator to turn the notification system on or off.
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2. Type the number of days to look back in the first text box.

3. Type the number of upcoming notification days in the second text box.

4. Choose a repeat cycle from the drop-down menu.

5. Click the  icon to choose a date for the next notification.

Notification Schedule

6. The opening/closing paragraph sections in the middle of the page allow administrators to include
instructions to the recipient. Manage the text within the opening and closing paragraph by typing
directly into the corresponding text fields.

7. In the bottom section, use the checkboxes  to include certain individuals or records in the
notification. 

8. A point of contact can be assigned by typing the individual's name and email address in the text
boxes at the bottom.

9. Click Save Settings after any changes are made.
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Notification Settings
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1.12.2 Geographic Settings

The Geographic Settings hyperlink in the Misc. Settings sidebar allows site administrators and
super users to manage country information and currency used.

Geographic Settings Link

· Switch between a list for countries and states by selecting either Countries or States at the top
of the page. 

· —Edit country name, code, region, and currency information. Click Update Country to save
any changes.

· —Delete a state or country from the list.

Note: If a country is being used by an open matter, it cannot be deleted.

From the states list, edit both state and country detail information by clicking either state or country
name.

States have the option of being retired from future use. Click on the state name, then click the color
indicator under "Use in Drop-Down Lists". 
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Edit Country Information

Add New State

1. Click the  icon or the country's name under the Country button.

2. Click Add New State.

3. Type the state name in the text box, and click the state's country from the drop-down list. 

4. Click Save.

Add New State

Add New Country

4.1 includes restored functionality for adding a country to the Geographic Settings table.

1. At the bottom of the page, fill in the data fields under Add New Country. The name of the
country, name of the currency to be used, and regional location are required.

2. Click Save New Geographic Setting.

Once the country is saved, it can be opened from the Geographic Settings table and edited to
include a VAT multiplier and international intellectual property codes. By default, the new
country is used in associated drop-down lists.
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1.12.3 Reset a Data Feed

The Reset a Data Feed page in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar allows
site administrators and super users to reset a single invoice if that invoice has been marked as "To
Accounting" and needs to be resent.

Reset a Data Feed Link

1. Enter the invoice number into the "Invoice Number" text box.

2. Click Reset. 

The search returns the most recent 25 feeds in chronological order. 

3. Select the one invoice to be reset, then click Reset.

Alternatively, enter an invoice number into the "Invoice Number" text box, then click Reset. The
invoice number must be exact; if an invoice number is entered incorrectly, the user is notified that
there are no records to reset and no changes were made.
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1.12.4 Data Feed Notifications

The Data Feed Notifications page in Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to add a user who will receive emails that notify them of data feed
activity.

Data Feed Notifications Link

Use precaution when entering addresses to add a data feed notification recipient, as the system
does not do duplication checks for this page. 

1. Type the recipients email address into the "Email Address" text box.

2. Click Save.

3. Delete a data feed notification recipient by clicking the  icon.

Data Feed Notification Recipients
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1.12.5 Category Headings

The Category Headlines hyperlink in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar
allows site administrators and super users to add new categories. Use this page only if instructed by
Lawtrac Support or your IT department.

Category Headings Link

To add a new category heading: 

1. Type the category level into the first text box, and the category name in the second text box.

2. Click Save. 

The page refreshes to show the new category in the category headings list.

Errors are indicated by a No in the Found column. Users should avoid using those categories, as
they may create a "page not found" error notification.
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Add New Category Heading

1.12.6 Retired Categories

The Retired Categories hyperlink in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to to view, delete and reactivate retired categories.

Retired Categories Link

· Click Activate under the Reinstate column to reactivate a category.
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· Click the  icon to permanently delete a category. 

Note: You can only delete what is not in use. 

Reinstate a Retired Category

1.12.7 Lock Time Entries

The Lock Time Entries in the Application Administration | Misc. Settings allows site
administrators and super users to to lock or unlock time entries made during a specific time period.

Locking a time entry prevents the entry from being edited or deleted.

Lock Time Entries Link
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· To set a lock, type a date in the top text box for a period to lock time entries that were made on
or prior to that date, then click Go. 

· To open a lock, type a date in the bottom text box for a period to lock time entries that were
made on or after to that date, then click Go. 

Set or Open a Lock

1.12.8 Open Category Map

Under the Application Administration | Misc. Settings sidebar, select Open Category Map from
the drop-down list and click List to see all categories that were created by Lawtrac Support or added
by your IT department.

Access Category Map

The Category Map is a useful tool to find a category page that might not show up on a module's
sidebar. All pages have a list of categories defined by category name (i.e. products, key personnel
titles, etc.) and the option to edit, retire, or add new.
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To edit a category field: 

1. Click on the title under the Category column. 

2. Type into the appropriate text box.

3. Click Save. 

· To retire a category name, click the  icon. Retired categories cannot be reactivated.

· To add a new category, enter a category name into the first text box, and export code if
available. Click Save. 

Add a Category Line Item

1.13 Chapter 11: Application & Database

The Application & Database tab in Application Administration allows administrators and super
users to access and modify Lawtrac application settings such as security options, security groups,
password rules, and other data rules for the site.
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Application & Database Sidebar

Application & Database Options: 

Page Function

Application
Settings

Edit basic application settings for your company.

Data Locations Edit settings pertaining to your network and the internet.

Security Options Manage application security and turn basic switches on/off.
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Page Function

Work/Security
Groups

Set up additional security groups.

Password Rules Manage password options to match your company security policies.

Scheduled Tasks Schedule when automatic and off-hour events occur.

Set Serial
Number

Create an application serial number.

Collaborati
Settings

Edit Collaborati synchronization settings and determine what information is
shared.

Database
Administration

List a field in the database administration.

Security Logs Capture who makes changes to application access or makes major
adjustments to the functionality of the application.

Invoice Logs Search the Invoice Change Log.

Currency Logs Search the Currency Change Log.
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1.13.1 Application Settings

The Application Settings link in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to edit basic information about the company.

Application Settings Link

1. Type directly into the text boxes to change the data. 

2. Press [Tab] on your keyboard or click anywhere outside the text box to allow the page to
refresh; the  icon indicates that the change has been saved.

3. At the bottom of the page, change your company's base currency (affecting future invoices only)
by making a selection from the "Application Base Currency" drop-down list and click Change
Base Currency. 
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Edit Application Settings

1.13.2 Data Locations

The Data Locations page is initially managed when first logging into the application as an
administrator during installation. You should not need to adjust the "Lawtrac Application Address"
data field. 

· Update the Corporate Logo to reflect the URL location of your corporate logo file.

Note: The URL should be the application URL with the file name as the suffix.

· In the Log-Out URL field, input the URL of the site that will be displayed after users log out of
the application.

· Update the Reports Location to reflect the location of your reports (ex: C:\inetpub\wwwroot
\Lawtrac4\LDept\Modules\Reports\).

· Update the Personnel Photos to reflect the location of your employee photos. This can link to a
URL address, or to your computer drive.

Data settings are saved automatically when you click outside of the text box or press Tab on your
keyboard.
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Important Note: Do NOT alter Application or Database fields (located at the bottom of the page).
These values exist to aid Lawtrac support only.

1.13.3 Security Options

The Security Options hyperlink on the Application & Database sidebar allows site administrators
and super users to turn on/off the basic security switches that will allow Lawtrac to run on its most
secure settings. From this page, administrators can also set safeguards against hacker commands
and create a sign-in security message.

Security Options Link

Basic Switches and Safeguards:

· —Switch is enabled ("on")

· —Switch is disabled ("off")
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Switch Function

Force Use of
SSL

A Secure Socket Layer (SSL) is a protocol for encrypting information over the
internet and the predecessor to Transport Layer Security (TLS). The purpose of
this switch is to provide communication security over the internet by encrypting
data being exchanged between parties or companies.

Engage No
Cache Meta
Attribute

This tab indicates that when a page is loaded into a browser, that page will not
be loaded into the browser's cache. Removing cached information will allow
information to be quickly updated by reloading from the server. Private
information may also be gathered from a cached page, so it is recommended
to remove caches when entering secure data.

Skip IP Address
Checking

The server will run a connected IP address to check whether the client host
name is in the host cache. If users report being logged out before the idle time
limit expires, turn on the "Skip IP Address Checking" option.

Test Mode Test Mode enables standard ColdFusion error messages which may reveal
sensitive information in order to debug problems in the application. It should
not be enabled in a production environment unless troubleshooting a specific
issue.

Hacker
Commands
Safeguard

Pinpoint words or phrases that cannot be passed in a form field. 

Sign-In Security
Message

Enter a special security message that users will see upon logging in, like
terms of use or an IT/electronic communication policy.
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Security Options
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1.13.4 Work/Security Groups

The Work/Security Groups hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows you to edit the
names of work/security groups that are made available on the Lawtrac application. Access to a
specific work group completely separates listing matter records. When a user searches for matter
records, the results are only those which correspond with the security group to which they are
currently tuned in.

For example, if a user is assigned to a work/security group titled "Reporting Group 1", only matters
that belong to Reporting Group 1 show up in a search result, and the user only has access to those
matters. Matter records belonging to other work/security groups are marked "private" to that user.

Work/security groups can be set for a matter record on the Security page within a matter record.

Work/Security Groups Link

1. Click a security group name to edit the title. 

2. Type directly into the text box, then click Set.

3. Click  to exit without saving changes.
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Edit a Reporting Group

1.13.5 Password Rules

The Password Rules hyperlink in the Application Administration | Application & Database
sidebar allows administrators and super users to set up various password options and requirements
for application users.
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Password Rules Link

The password rules should be set to match your company security policies. If you do not know what
your corporate policy is, contact your IT department.

To change the number of days between password changes, maximum number of repeated
passwords, or the minimum length of passwords, type directly into the corresponding text box.
Press the [Tab] key on your keyboard or click anywhere outside of the altered text box to save the
changes. 

Click the switches below to turn a feature on or off. 

· —Rule is enabled ("on")

· —Rule is disabled ("off")
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Password Options

1.13.6 Scheduled Tasks

The Scheduled Tasks hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to schedule commands to run code at specific times. These commands can be used to
execute account payable feeds, email notifications, etc. The Scheduled Tasks hyperlink lists
scheduled tasks set up in your database along with start and end dates and the time they are
scheduled to run.

The Collaborati Synchronization task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the Collaborati
application so outside counsel can submit invoices, rate cards, budget requests, and accruals. For a
list of the data that is transferred between Lawtrac and Collaborati, view Collaborati Settings.
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Scheduled Tasks Link

Click on an existing task to view or edit task details. The selected scheduled task's information
displays to the right, where the information can be changed by clicking directly into the appropriate
text boxes or using the drop-down lists. Click Save when finished to confirm changes or select the

 icon at the top to return to the list view.

· —Run the scheduled task

· —Delete the scheduled task
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Scheduled Task Information

Add a Scheduled Task

1. Click Add New Scheduled Task at the bottom of the task list. 

2. Use the text boxes and drop-down lists to enter your task data.

3. Click Save to commit the information to the database. 

4. Click the  icon at the top to cancel and return to the task list.

1.13.6.1 Adding the Collaborati Synchronization Task

The Collaborati Synchronization scheduled task synchronizes the Lawtrac application and the
Collaborati application so outside counsel can submit invoices and rate requests. It must first be
added and point the Lawtrac application to the task file in order for the data to be shared. 

This process is restricted for Lawtrac Super Users only.

1. Navigate to My Lawtrac > Application Administration > Application & Database >
Scheduled Task (menu option #6).

2. In the Scheduled Tasks page, click Add New Scheduled Task.  

You can name the task anything you desire, but it is important to name it in such a way that it is
easily distinguished as the synchronization tool between Lawtrac and Collaborati. 
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3. Fill in the rest of the details of the task to suit your needs.

4. Point the URL field to the location of the CollaboratiSync.cfm. The task file can be found in

the Nightly folder within the Lawtrac Web server files.

Note: The URLs differ between Lawtrac 4.1.0 and 4.1.1.

· Lawtrac 4.1.0 URL: http://<yourlawtracinstancepath>/Nightly/
collaboratiSync.cfm

· Lawtrac 4.1.1 URL: http://<yourlawtracinstancepath>/Nightly/
InitiateCollaboratiSync.cfm

5. Click Save.

DO NOT START A SYNC if a sync is actively running when the next one is scheduled to start. Do
not queue the next sync - it should be skipped altogether. 

Note: Even if you schedule the task to run daily, it is best practice to promptly run the task manually
after making any changes to a vendor's profile, rate card, invoice, etc. in order to ensure your vendors
are viewing the most accurate and up-to-date information. The synchronization can be manually run
from Application Administration | Application & Database | Collaborati Settings.

1.13.7 Create/Run DB View

The Create/Run DB View hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar is intended to provide a
short-cut to SQL statements that are run often to produce reports. A "View" becomes a part of the
database and should only be created once the SQL statement is verified as accurate and sound.
This page is for Support use only.
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Create/Run DB View Link

1.13.8 Set Serial Number

The Set Serial Number hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators to
enter an application serial number. 

Important Note: Application serial numbers are used for company licensing purposes and should
only be adjusted if the Lawtrac team provides you with a new serial number.
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Set Serial Number Link

Enter the new serial code in the provided text box and click Enter. This step cannot be undone.

Update Serial Number

Assign a License

Anyone identified as an administrator must be in use of a seat license. In-house personnel and key
personnel may also be assigned a seat license, though it is not required. View existing seat license
holders at the bottom of the Set Serial Number page. 
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Use the buttons at the top of the list to switch between the in-house list and the key personnel list.
In the in-house list view, administrators will show up at the top, and non-administrators at the bottom.
Self-service seats should only be assigned to key personnel, who are outside the Legal department.

· Click the  icon to remove an individual.

· Assign a seat license by selecting a user from the drop-down list, then click Add. Narrow the
selection of the drop-down list by using the Search box to find an individual by last name.

As of Lawtrac 4.2 users can enter a Salesforce Client ID to this screen

Enter in a Salesforce ID 

1.13.9 Collaborati Settings

The Collaborati Settings page is where synchronization between Lawtrac and Collaborati is
managed. After Mitratech Support has created your Collaborati account, an email is sent to you
containing the URL and credentials that you need to create the sync.

Before configuring these settings, make sure your Collaborati Scheduled Sync is set up.
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1. In the "Collaborati URL" text box, enter the URL for Collaborati.

2. Enter the credentials in the username and password fields.

3. Click Update.

When the Lawtrac and Collaborati applications are connected, the text Connection Established
appears in green above the permission switches.

To run a manual sync: 

Click Sync Now. Any newly created rate requests, invoice submissions, approvals/rejections, etc.
are transferred to and from the collaborating servers.

Lawtrac Features Synced with Collaborati

On the right, view which settings sync to Collaborati. Mitratech Support adjusts the settings via
Collaborati; to change these connections contact support@mitratech.com.

· —Feature syncs with Collaborati

mailto:support@mitratech.com
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· —Feature does not sync with Collaborati

The date and time when the most recent synchronization occurred is listed at the bottom of the
settings list.

Collaborati Settings

Collaborati Sync Log

Below the Collaborati settings, view past sync runs that include the date and time the sync last
was completed, the duration of the sync, and whether any errors occurred. The short list (default
view) displays the most recent five syncs. 

Click Long List at the top right corner of the Collaborati Sync Log table to view the most recent
100 syncs.

To view errors, click on the date and time of the last sync, located under the Last Sync column.
A pop-up window displays the error type, time and date the error occurred, and a short
description.

Collaborati Sync Log with Error Details

1.13.10 Database Administration

The Database Administration hyperlink located in the Application & Database sidebar allows site
administrators and super users to view maintenance script fields for a specific table. There should be
no reason to run upgrade scripts for the Database Administration unless requested by Mitratech
Support for an updated system code file.
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Database Administration

1. From the Database Administration sidebar, view a list of database tables or select one from
the drop-down menu.

2. Click List Fields to view all line items within the table and run a maintenance script, if available. 

3. Click on any of the hyperlinked items in the table to expand its information on the right. 

4. Select DB Size by Row to display all database tables in list view with the amount of rows,
bytes per row, and bytes per table. Click on the table name to view the individual rows and
values.
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Database Administration Sidebar

1.13.11 Security Logs

The Security Logs hyperlink in the Application Administration | Application & Database sidebar
allows administrators and super users to view all changes made to application access or the
functionality of the application.
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Security Logs Link

1. View detailed security event information by clicking on the date or summary of the change made
on the left side of the page. 

The data displays on the right. 

2. Close the security event information detail by clicking the  icon.

3. To find a specific adjustment, type a description of the log into the "Look For" text box and click 
Search. It is recommended to fill in as much information as possible; search results include
data found in the summary details and in the security event record details.

Security Log Results
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1.13.12 Invoice Logs

The Invoice Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and super
users to view the full history of changes made to invoices. The Invoice Change Log helps you ensure
that your department's processes are being followed properly and allows you to take necessary
corrective action when variances occur.

Invoice Logs Link

All updates made to an invoice are recorded in the Lawtrac system; historical data for invoices are
visible to all users who have access to the invoice (Invoice Logs tab).
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Use the search filter above the Invoice Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by a specific user. To search for an invoice
by number, type the invoice number into the "Invoice No." text box, or click the Invoice No. column
header to sort them alphanumerically. 

Types of modifications can include changes made to firm/vendor, total invoice amount, payment
amount, period (from-to dates), invoice date, fiscal year/quarter, date received/approved/rejected/paid,
status markers, VAT & taxes, approval chain, approver substitutions, and text.

Search the Invoice Change Log

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the icons to choose a date range.

3. Type in the invoice number, if applicable.

4. Type in a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

5. Click Search to generate results.

Search the Invoice Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the description of the changes made. Click the 'x' in the top right
corner to return to the Invoice Logs page.

Invoice Action Details
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1.13.13 Currency Logs

The Currency Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to view the full history of changes made to currency settings for a matter record. The
Currency Log helps you ensure that your department's processes are being followed properly, and
allows you to take necessary corrective action when variances occur.

Currency Logs Link

Search the Currency Change Log

Use the search filter above the Currency Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by a specific individual.

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the icons to choose a date range.

3. Type in a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

4. Click Search to generate results.
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Search the Currency Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the change specifications. Click the 'x' in the top right corner to
return to the Currency Logs page.

Currency Change Description

1.13.14 Rate Card Logs

The Rate Card Logs hyperlink in the Application & Database sidebar allows administrators and
super users to view the full history of changes made to rate cards. The Rate Card Change Log helps
to ensure that your department's processes are being followed properly, and allows you to take
necessary corrective action when variances occur.
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Rate Card Logs Link

Search the Rate Card Log

Use the search filter above the Rate Card Change Log table to pinpoint specific actions, find changes
made during a certain time range, or find changes made by an individual.

1. Select a Lawtrac user from the "Modified By" drop-down list.

2. Click the  icons to choose a date range.

3. Type a description of the change in the "Action" text box.

4. Click Search to generate results.

Lawtrac logs the following types of changes made: rate change for any fee or expense line item, card
deletion, card approval, card uploaded/created, changes made to primary approvers, rate card freeze
details, and rate card duplication.
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Search the Rate Card Change Log

Filter results further by using the arrows ( ) in the column headers. Click the arrow to toggle data by
alphabetical or chronological order.

Click the description of the change that was made under the Click Action to View Details column
to open a small pop-up window with the change specifics. Click the 'x' in the top right corner of the
window to return to the Rate Card Logs page.

Duplicated Rate Cards

For rate cards which have been duplicated, the pop-up message contains the information of the
original and new rate card fiscal year, as well as the LEDES codes affected by the duplication.
Deleted rate cards include the information for fiscal year and all deleted LEDES codes.

Rate Card Change Detail
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